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ABSTRACT 

SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION 

FROM SURFACE CONTOURS 

by 

Laurence Ray Simar jr. 

Surface reconstruction from surface contours has become 

increasingly important in the medical field. Given a set of 

serial cross sections, it is shown that a structural technique 

of reconstruction can be developed. The motivation is to 

analyze the structure of the cross sections so as to represent 

the surface more faithfully than conventional techniques. 

The procedure involves syntactic and semantic techniques 

which allow the algorithm to analyze the cross sections at a 

high level. This information can then be used to recognize 

features on adjacent contours and then reproduce the surface 

which generated the cross sections. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Recent advances in computer technology have brought about 

exciting possibilities for the medical field. These new possibili¬ 

ties have also brought with them some interesting problems. It is 

the purpose of this work to explore one of these problems. 

A variety of devices have made it possible to see into the body 

with greater detail than ever before [1-3]. These devices include 

the CT scannner, the PET scanner, and NMR imager. All of these 

techniques can provide the user with cross sectional images of the 

body. The CT scan rotates an X-ray camera around the body and can 

reconstruct the cross section of the body in the plane of the camera 

rotation [4]. The PET scan involves the introduction of an isotope 

into the body. The isotope decays and releases a positron which is 

annihilated when contacting an electron. A pair of gamma rays is 

released by the annihilation and these can then be detected and 

used to reconstruct cross sectional images of the body. NMR 

involves the use of electromagnetics to produce measurable changes 

which can be used to reconstruct the cross sectional image. These 

devices are finding more and more uses in hospitals and are becoming 

increasingly important for diagnostic purposes. 

Physicians can use these cross sectional images of the body in 

a variety of ways. The physician might use the images for detection 
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purposes. They can also be used to estimate the size of a tumor. 

This is particularly important for brain tumors. Three-dimensional 

reconstructions would be very useful in planning surgical or com¬ 

bined surgical and radiation treatment for brain tumors. The 

resulting three-dimensional reconstruction could be used to estimate 

the volume and surface area of the tumor. This would provide a 

quantitative means of determinining the effectiveness of therapy on 

the tumor [3]. 

These imaging devices can provide a large number of closely 

spaced cross sectional slices. All of this information has the 

effect of creating a new problem for the physician. The problem is 

visualizing the three-dimensional object which generated the two- 

dimensional slices. For large numbers of highly detailed images 

this task can quickly overwhelm the viewer. For this reason it is 

desired to have a technique which can reconstruct three-dimensional 

surfaces from two-dimensional slices. This work describes a some¬ 

what novel approach to the problem of surface reconstruction from 

serial cross sections. 



CHAPTER 2 

Statement of the Approach 

The premise of the reconstruction algorithm developed herein is 

that desirable results can be obtained by extracting information 

about the contour. It will be shown how this information can be 

extracted and how it can be used to guide the reconstruction pro¬ 

cess. 

The approach used to solve the problem of surface reconstruc¬ 

tions covers a variety of areas. It utilizes curve fitting rou¬ 

tines, grammar development, parsing, graph theory, and finally, some 

simple display techniques. The algorithm developed can be divided 

into several parts: 

1. a curve fitting of the contours being examined. 

2. the analysis of the contours using a grammar and a parser. 

3. the development of a relationship between the levels of the 

contour. 

4. the use of this relationship to construct the approximation to 

the surface of the object. 

3 
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The data describing the surface contour is assumed to consist 

of sample points of cross sectional surfaces. For example, Fig. 2.1 

is a sampled contour obtained from a CT scan of a human brain [1]. 

To these points a curve fitting routine is applied. The curve fit¬ 

ting routine is a polygon fitting routine which was developed by 

Pavlidis [5, 6]. This routine has several attributes that make it 

good for this application. For example, the routine was shown by 

Pavlidis to work well under noisy conditions. After the polygon 

fitting is performed it is necessary to analyze the resulting fitted 

polygon. 

This analysis is performed by breaking the polygon into seg¬ 

ments. The segments are chosen to yield more information relating 

to the structure of the contour. This is done by defining a grammar 

which allows for the breaking down of the contour by parsing. The 

segments are then described by a compact set of attributes which are 

useful for comparing segments. The result of this step is a compact 

description of a contour which emphasizes the relationship between 

segments of the contour and attributes of the segments which make up 

the contour. 

The next step is the development of a relationship which is 

useful in forming the surface. This is the most novel feature of 

this approach. The relationship takes into account the structure of 

the contours, i. e. it uses the attributes and relationships between 

the segments. It will be shown that this relationship can be 
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Fig. 2.1. Sampled contour. 
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modeled by a directed graph. 

After the determination of a relationship between the contours 

the surface reconstruction is performed. There are a variety of ways 

to adjust the reconstruction algorithm to operate within a particu¬ 

lar environment much as a filter has to be adjusted to operate 

within a particular environment. The algorithm performing the 

reconstruction is a particularly simple one because it uses the pre¬ 

viously found relationship between the contours. 

The algorithm can be adjusted by the user to be able to form 

good reconstructions within a particular environment. A good recon¬ 

struction is defined to be one which tries to preserve the surface 

characteristics which generated the contours. It will be seen that 

this technique can yield some very good results. 



CHAPTER 3 

Literature Review 

A variety of techniques have been proposed to reconstruct sur¬ 

faces from serial cross sections. It is beneficial to examine some 

of these techniques so as to understand their particular advantages 

and their particular disadvantages. They may be divided into two 

types: 

1. the minimization or maximization of some objective function and 

2. heuristics methods. 

First, some techniques utilizing objective functions will be exam¬ 

ined. 

Keppel [7] was one of the first to describe a technique for 

approximating surfaces from serial cross sections. Keppel con¬ 

sidered an unknown three dimensional surface for which a map of 

contour lines is given as shown in Fig 3.1. 

The approach used consisted of decomposing the cross section sam¬ 

ple points into concave and convex subsets and applying a proper 

objective function to these subsets. 

The surface is then recreated by a process called triangula- 

7 
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Fig. 3.1. Contour lines. 
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tion. This is illustrated in Fig 3.2. Suppose that a line connects 

two points on the adjacent levels which are labelled P and Q. Call 

the point on level P P(k) and the point on the adjacent level Q(j). 

According to the triangulation scheme, the next connection is either 

between P(k+1) and Q(j) or P(k) and Q(j+1). There are some good 

reasons for choosing this scheme. To use, it only requires the 

determination of the starting span for an area of interest and a way 

to decide which span to form next. Another great benefit is that 

this scheme will guarantee that the surface will close on itself 

without overlapping itself. The next step after the triangular til¬ 

ing can be a smoothing of the surface along with the removal of hid¬ 

den lines and the appropriate shading and highliting. The smooth¬ 

ing, hidden line removal, and shading and highliting are more along 

the line of cosmetic appearances. This paper concerns itself only 

with the formation of the surface i. e. the rules to determine a 

desired triangulation. 

Keppel suggests that his technique finds application when arbi¬ 

trarily flexed contour lines such as alternating signs of curvature 

are handled. The triangulation is accomplished by decomposition 

into sample point subsets of exclusively convex or concave subsets. 

Fig. 3.3 illustrates a decomposition into convex and concave sub¬ 

sets. The suggested objective function is the volume between 

slices. He uses this decomposition to aid in his calculation of the 

volume betwen the slices. The triangulation which maximizes the 

volume between two consecutive cross sections gives Keppelfs optimal 



Fig. 3.2. Triangulation. 
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Fig. 3.3. Keppel's decomposition. 
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approximation of the surface provided by a pair of closed convex 

contour lines. This objective function also extends to concave con¬ 

tour lines. Keppel also makes a special formulation for the case of 

convex-concave subsets. 

The major difficulty with this method is its failure to use 

much information contained in the contours. For example, how do 

characteristics, other than convexity and concavity, of one contour 

relate to an adjacent contour. It will be shown later how this 

information can be used to guide the triangulation. Also, there is 

no really strong reason to attempt to maximize the volume between 

cross section, though this might be desirable in some specific 

instances. These two points are similar to the limitations of the 

technique proposed by Fuchs [8]. 

Fuchs' method, like Keppel's, employs an objective function to 

be minimized. For Fuchs' case the objective function is the surface 

area between two contours. The most important aspect of Fuchs' 

method is not the objective function chosen but the method of minim¬ 

izing this objective function. 

Fuchs applies techniques of graph theory to find the optimal 

tiling. A set of constraints are developed to lead to a graph which 

contains acceptable paths. Fuchs provides necessary and sufficient 

conditions for a solution to exist and shows that he can find this 

solution. But in a similar way to Keppel's approach there is no 

strong evidence to minimize the surface area though, as before, this 
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might be desirable in certain circumstances. 

Heuristic methods have been used in an attempt to reduce the 

computational complexity of the problem. Cook et al [2] have sug¬ 

gested one such approach. Each contour is approximated by a 

polygon. The centroid of the polygon is then found. If necessary, 

each region is transformed into a region which is convex relative to 

the original centroid. Then, a starting span is found by matching 

orientations of vectors from the centroid to points on the contour. 

Let U be the centroid of the original region in the upper plane 

and L be the centroid of the original region in the lower plane. 

Define the vector U(i) to be a unit vector from U directed to P(i) 

on the upper contour. Similarly, define the unit vector W(j) from L 

directed to Q(j) on the lower contour. Then, the initial span P(l) 

to Q(p) is chosen such that 

V(l) * W(p) >= V(l) * W(j), 1 <= j <= n. (3.1) 

If both vectors V(i) and W(j) are directed from the interior of 

their respective regions outward, then the starting span joins two 

points which are located on more or less the same side of the 

object. Succeeding spans are chosen using the same matching cri¬ 

terion. This techniques leads to a lower order complexity algorithm 

than either Keppel's or Fuch's method. But once again, there is no 

strong indication that this technique is desirable over the approach 

of Fuch’s or Keppel’s approach from the standpoint of the charac¬ 

teristics of the reconstructed surface. 



CHAPTER 4 

Problem Exploration 

At this point, it is beneficial to review the problem goals and 

describe the desirable attributes of the reconstruction system. The 

viewer of a large number of serial cross sections is met with the 

problem of keeping track of a large amount of information. This 

information is composed of apparently significant features and their 

relationship to one another. 

For the purposes here, the definition of a good reconstruction 

is defined in a vastly different way from the previously described 

systems. A good reconstruction reproduces the surface characteris¬ 

tics which are hinted at by the cross sections. Granted, there are 

other definitions of what is a good construction. The methods of 

Keppel, Fuchs and Cook all involve some definition of what is a good 

reconstruction. As another approach, a viewer may be inclined to use 

certain knowledge about the actual object to assist him in his deci¬ 

sions concerning the surface reconstruction. The method developed 

here will assume as little a priori information as practicality will 

allow. This is done to provide the greatest flexibility. If 

desired, the approach developed here could be adapted to use the 

available a priori information. 

14 
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The definition of a good reconstruction deserves some clarifi¬ 

cation. For a system to use clues contained in the contours to aid 

it in reconstructing the surfaces which generated the contours, it 

is necessary that the system possess two important features. Both 

of these features have been alluded to previously. The first is to 

be able to recognize surface features. The second is to analyze the 

feature in context i. e. is a feature on one level in the same or 

similar context on an adjacent level? 

The first attribute can be understood as a problem of decompos¬ 

ing a contour into useful subsets of features or primitives. These 

primitives will be chosen in such a way that they will lead to a 

higher level description of the contour which will be more useful 

than a lower level description consisting only of the coordinates of 

the sample points of the contour. The second attribute requires the 

derivation of some useful relationship between adjacent contours. 

This relationship will be based upon certain relationships between 

the primitives which are to be used to describe the contour. Both 

of these features will be explored in the following chapters. 



CHAPTER 5 

Contour Parse 

This chapter concerns itself with the problem of decomposing a 

contour into a set of primitives to provide a high level description 

of the contour. The need to be able to decompose an object into a 

meaningful and useful representation based upon some set of primi¬ 

tives has been recognized for some time. Pavlidis [9] suggested a 

way to perform this decomposition into primitives. His approach is 

referred to as a syntactic approach since the relationship between 

the primitives, or the syntax, is important. A slight variation on 

Pavlidis' approach was developed for this thesis. 

Pavlidis [9] notes that original attempts to apply syntactic 

techniques had two disadvantages: 

1. the difficulty with handling noise. 

2. the need for the use of context sensitive grammars to describe 

the boundary of the object. 

Very simply, a context sensitive grammar is a set of rules for 

decomposing the contour which depend upon the context of primitives 

to interpret other primitives. Pavlidis' technique avoids the dif¬ 

ficulties of these problems in a very simple way. 

16 
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These difficulties are avoided by using a hierarchical struc¬ 

ture. The levels of the hierarchy allow for the compensation of 

affects due to noise. The method employed herein has three levels as 

did the approach of Pavlidis but the third level is different and of 

great importance to the problem. The levels are: 

1. boundary tracing and the use of the split-and-merge algorithm 

[5, 6] to give a polygonal approximation to the contour. 

2. syntactic parsing of the polygonal approximation. 

3. the description of the primitives with a set of attributes. 

Syntactic parsing is the use of construction rules, or a grammar, 

to perform the decomposition into subsets of primitives. 

For the development of a method for surface reconstruction the 

third level of the hierarchy is of great importance. The descrip¬ 

tion of primitives with a set of attributes turns Pavlidis’ syntac¬ 

tic approach into a syntactic-semantic approach. The term 

syntactic-semantic means that not only are the syntactic relation¬ 

ships important but also the characteristics of the primitives such 

as length or width or some other measurable quantity are important. 

These characteristics make up the semantic nature of the primitives. 

Hence, the use of the term syntactic-semantic. The importance of 

this third step will be seen as all three levels of the hierarchy of 

the shape analyzer are described. 
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The split-and-merge algorithm employs another algorithm to 

determine the collinearity or the near collinearity of a set of 

points. The collinearity algorithm depends mostly on the distance 

of a point (u, v) from a line. The first simplification of the 

polygon fit problem made by Pavlidis' is to draw a line between the 

endpoints of a group of points rather than to search for the optimal 

approximation (Fig. 5.1). If we have the set of points (x^, y^), 

(xj+l> yj+i), •(xk, yk) defining a subset of the contour, then 

the approximating line is given by 

x(yj ~ yk^+ y(\ " xj)+ \xj _ = 0 (5*i) 

If a point (u, v) does not lie on the line given by Equation 

(5.1) , then its distance from the line is |d/L.| where 

d = u(y^ - yk) + v^ - x.. ) + ykXj - yjXk (5.2) 

and 

L =/(yj - y^)2 + (xk - Xj)
2 (5.3) 

The collinearity check is performed by evaluating Equations 

(5.2) and (5.3) for the intermediate points. A limit is placed so 

that if any points are farther away than this limit, then that group 

of points is not considered collinear. The point where the maximum 

error occurred is taken as the endpoint of a new interval of points 

upon which the collinearity test is repeated. Pavlidis showed that 

the use of the line joining the endpoints of an interval does not 

deviate extremely from optimality because the maximum distance of 
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Fig. 5.1. Collinearity check. 
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points from the interpolating line does not exceed twice the value 

of the distance from the optimal interpolation. He goes on to point 

out that, from practical experience, the approximation works very 

well. The algorithm follows. 

Algorithm 1. Procedure COLLINEAR 

Notation: Arrays x[] and y[] contain the points of the contour and 

are defined globally. j is the index of the first point and k is 

the index of the last point, a[] contains the coefficients of the 

line joining x[j], y[j] to x[k], y[k], m is the index of the point 

where the maximum error occurs. L is the length of the line. T is 

the size of the maximum error, d is the size of the error at a 

point. 

1. Evaluate: a[0] = y[j] - y[k], a[l] = x[k] - x[j], 

a[2] = y[k]x[j] - y[j]x[k], and L = Ja[0Ÿ- + a[l]2 

2. Set m=j, T = 0, do = 0, C=0. 

3. For i = j + 1 to k - 1 do: 

Begin. 

d = a[0]x[i] + a[l]y[i] + a[2]. 

If | d[ is greater than T, then set T = Jd j and m = i. 

Set do = d. 
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End 

Replace T by T/L (or T/L/L). 

If T is less than MAXERROR return TRUE. 

Else return FALSE. 

End of Algorithm. 

A simple polygon fitting algorithm using the collinearity test 

found in COLLINEAR has been outlined by Pavlidis [6]. The polygon 

fitting algorithm proceeds by examining groups of points of size ko, 

i. e. k = j + ko. The algorithm keeps track of a current line LI 

and a new line L2. If the angle between the two lines is small, 

then they are merged. The algorithm is outlined below. 

Algorithm 2: POLYGONAL FIT 

Notation: x[] and y[] contain the coordinates of the contour, 

j is the index of the first point and k is the index of the 

last point of the group being tested for collinearity. ko is 

the number of points that the group normally contains, p is 

the index of the polygon vertex and LI is the line from x[p], 

y[p] to x[j], y[j]. m is the index of the point where the max¬ 

imum error was found during the collinearity test. 

Set p = 0, j = 0, and k = ko. 
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While j is less than n - 1 do: 

Begin. 

Call COLLINEAR. 

If the value returned is true then do: 

Define the line L2 as the one described by the coef¬ 

ficients a returned by COLLINEAR. 

If p equals j, then define the line LI as equal to 

L2. 

Else do: 

Begin do. 

If the angle between LI and L2 is small, then 

define LI as the line L3 joining x[p], y[p] and 

x[k], y[k]. 

Else set p equal to j and define LI as equal to 

L2. 

End. 

Set j equal to k and increment k by ko. 

End. 
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Else set k = ra. 

End. 

End of Algorithm. 

Algorithm 2 is a "hop along" algorithm. It uses the same line 

for a group of points, but it must backtrack, when necessary, to the 

point of maximum error. For this reason it is important to select 

ko to avoid frequent backtracking. 

The grammar developed herein is context free. It assumes that 

a contour can be described by a concatenation of several primitives. 

These are listed here with a formal name and description: 

1. QUAD: arc with sides and angle within a certain variance. 

These could be approximated by a quadratic curve. 

2. TRUS: protrusion or intrusion consisting of two sides and the 

angle between them. 

3. LINE: long linear segment. 

4. BREAK: short segment. 

TRUS is further divided into 

2a. STROKE: the sides of the TRUS are almost parallel. 

2b. CORNER: if not a STROKE. 
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Each primitive can be described by a set of attributes. For 

convenience, the number of attributes per primitive was kept to a 

maximum of three. These attributes are: 

1. QUAD: perimeter (P) and base length (B) (Fig. 5.2a). 

2. TRUS: length of both sides (LI and L2) and the angle between 

them (0) (Fig. 5.2b). 

3. LINE: length of the line (L) (Fig. 5.2c). 

4. BREAK: length of the segment (L) (Fig. 5.2d). 

This definition of the attributed primitives is different in 

several ways from that of Pavlidis. The mechanism for locating 

QUADs used here is based on the sides of the fitted polygon. 

Pavlidis preprocesses these sides by interpreting them first as 

LINEs and then detecting the QUADs. The use of the described attri¬ 

butes is also different from the approach of Pavlidis. While 

Pavlidis does not use attributes as in this paper he does divide the 

primitives into groups such as large, middle, small, and negligible. 

The grammar, or set of production rules, is listed below. 

BODY -> PRIMITIVE 

BODY -> BODY + PRIMITIVE 
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Fig. 5.2. (a) QUAD, (b) TRUS. (c) LINE. (d) BREAK. 
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PRIMITIVE -> QUAD 

| TRUS 

| LINE 

| BREAK 

QUAD -> QUAD + side (variance of angle between sides < and 

the variance of the sides < q ) 
2J 

TRUS -> CORNER 

| STROKE 

STROKE -> LINE1 + LINE2 (angle between LINE1 and LINE2 < s) 

CORNER -> LINE1 + LINE2 (angle between LINE1 and LINE2 > c) 

LINE -> LINE + side (angle between LINE and side < 1) 

LINE -> side > b 

BREAK -> side <= b 

The symbol means "can be replaced by", "+" means "con¬ 

catenate", and "I" means "or". 

The primitive QUAD is the best primitive to locate first. This 

will avoid interference between the other primitive detectors. The 

parser then detects LINEs based upon the sides of the polygon not 
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already interpreted as part of QUADs. Then, the TRUSes are detected 

and further defined as CORNERS or STROKES. Finally, the remaining 

sides are classified as BREAKs. As the primitives are detected, the 

attributes necessary to describe the primitive are recorded. In the 

case of the QUADs, a sequential algorithm is used to determine the 

variance. This algorithm is described in the appendix with the pro¬ 

gram quad(). 

Noise can be handled by several methods. Adjusting the col- 

linearity algorithm to allow larger deviations from collinearity 

will help to reduce the effect of noise. The polygon fitting algo¬ 

rithm can be adjusted in terms of its step size and the bound which 

determines if two adjacent lines can be merged. Now, it is neces¬ 

sary to examine the second phase of the problem: making comparisons 

between contours and determing a useful relationship. 



CHAPTER 6 

Model of Relationship 

For reasons which will be made apparent later it is instruc¬ 

tional to examine one suggested measure of distance for attributed 

strings. The term attributed string is equivalent to a semantic 

approach where the primitives are described by attributes. These 

attributes are dependent upon the particular application. For exam¬ 

ple, in the reconstruction system developed here one of the most 

important attributes is a measure of perimeter. A measure of dis¬ 

tance between attributed strings has been suggested by Fu [10]. 

Later it will be shown that certain features of this measure of dis¬ 

tance are useful. Fu [10] expresses the measure as: 

d(x,y) = aL(x,y) + bACx'.x’') (6.1) 

where 

a and b are weighting coefficients and L(x,y) is the 

Levenshtein distance and A(x',x") is the attributed dis¬ 

tance between x and y after the syntactic errors are 

removed. 

The Levenshtein distance is based upon the following four types 

of transformations: 

28 
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1. Substitution error transformation Ts: 

m a w -> m b w 

2. Deletion error transformation Td: 

m a w -> m w 

3. Insertion error transformation Ti: 

w m -> w a m 

4. Insertion error transformation at the end of a string Ti' 

w -> wa 

The distance between two strings x and y is defined as the smallest 

number of transformations required to derive y from x [11]. For 

example, given a string x = cbabdbb and a string y = cbbabbdb, then 

x = cbabdbb -> cbabbbb -> cbabbdb -> cbbabbdb -> y. 

Therefore, the minimum number of transformations to transform x to y 

is three. This means that the Levenshtein distance is three. 

After removing the syntactic differences based upon the 

Levenshtein distance, we have 

x' = cbabb = y' 

The resulting x* and y' are syntactically the same but semantically 

different. The attributed distance is found by taking the Euclidean 
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sum of the differences of the attributes. For the reconstruction 

system developed here, the idea of the Levenshtein distance is of 

great use for comparing adjacent contours. 

If we wish to compare two strings x and y there is the implicit 

assumption that the strings x and y are somehow related. Let's call 

this relationship R. That is, to relate string x to y we have 

y = R x (6.2) 

where the operator R relates x to y. 

An analysis of R is best accomplished by considering what sort 

of relationships might exist between attributed strings. A very 

general relation which will be shown to have a great deal of utility 

is the similarity relation "«*" which has the following properties: 

1. reflexivity: s ** s 

2. symmetry: s ** t => t ~ s 

3. not necessarily transitive: r ~ s and s /*- t £> r t 

where r, s, and t are attributed strings. 

The first two properties are easily seen to be desirable. Of 

course, we would like a contour to be similar to itself and if con¬ 

tour t is similar to s we would like to have s be similar to t. 

The third property is of the most interest. Attributed grammars 

often express some measure of degree. For example, if the attribute 

is TEMPERATURE we might have COLD, COOL, WARM and HOT as variations 
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on this attribute. Then it might be agreed that we have COLD ^ COOL 

and COOL ~ WARM but it is not necessarily true that COLD •«-'WARM. 

The similarity relationship is a generalization of the concept of a 

norm. The definition of similarity will be employed later. 

Certain characteristics of the desirable relationship between 

attributed strings follow from the inherent characteristics of 

attributed strings. Since strings in this attributed grammar are 

characterized by primitive classes joined by concatenation it makes 

sense to consider the insertion, deletion and substitution of primi¬ 

tives as one characteristic of the relation R. 

The insertions, deletions and substitutions are those defined 

by the Levenshtein distance. Thus R partially consists of inser¬ 

tions (I), deletions (D), and substitutions (S). With each of I, D, 

and S associate a cost as follows: 

u a v -> u b v (6.3) 

where S(a,b) is the cost of substituting a by b. Let S(a,a) = 

0. 

uav->uv (6.4) 

where D(a) is the cost of deleting a from uav. 

uav->ubav (6.5) 
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where I(a,b) is the cost of inserting b in front of a. 

x -> x b (6.6) 

where I'(b) is the cost of inserting a terminal b at the end of 

the string x. 

These transformations can be grouped into a directed graph as in 

Fig. 6.1 [11]. Consider the strings x = xl x2 x3 x4 x5 and y = yl 

y2 y3 y4 y5. Then the collection of all possible transformations 

can be represented by the graph in Fig. 6.2. A graph of this type 

is referred to as a directed graph. The deletions are represented 

as vertical paths, the insertions are represented as horizontal 

paths and the substitutions are represented as diagonal paths. The 

paths along the base consist of the insertion error at the end of 

the string. 

The nature of attributed grammars makes them possibly sensitive 

to disruptions of primitives. A disruption is the placement of a 

small line segment in such a way that it breaks or disrupts a primi¬ 

tive into another set of primitives. Fig. 6.3a illustrates a disr¬ 

uption. This problem can be avoided by appropriately adjusting the 

polygon fit algorithm to avoid problems with noise. Fig. 6.3b 

illustrates how these disruptions can be smoothed. 

To determine the cost S(a,b) it is useful to return to the dis¬ 

cussion of the similarity relation. S(a,b) should be based upon 

some measure of similarity between a and b. This measure will in 
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à 

Fig. 6.1. Partial Levenshtein graph. 
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y, y, y, * 

Fig. 6.2. Levenshtein graph. 
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Fig. 6.3. (a) Disrupted contour. (b) Smoothed Contour. 
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general be application dependent. One possible criterion for costs 

allows for the lumping of D(a), I(a,b), and I'(b) into a single 

entity. Often it will be desirable to introduce as little change as 

necessary in the strings to yield a match. This suggests that D(a), 

I(a,b) and I *(b) be based upon their effect upon some properties of 

the string. For example if the primitive a is for some reason or 

other very important and its deletion has deleterious effect it 

would be expected that D(a) would be large. The choice of weighting 

factors is very important. It is essential that weights be chosen 

in such a way to avoid searching unnecessary paths. Then for a par¬ 

ticular application it will be necessary to carefully choose primi¬ 

tives, their associated attributes , and the weights S(.,.), D(.), 

Iand I'(.) to have efficient searches. 

The result of the application of these procedures is the deter¬ 

mination of the relation R which leads to the path J which gives the 

min over f|J/j (6.7) 

where fJ) is the cost of a path J in the graph of Fig. 6.2 and 

fud is the set of costs of all possible paths. 

This method of determining the similarity between two strings 

can be improved by using the mathematical concept of similarity. 

The quantity |J| can be made into a measure of similarity, i. e. fJI 

can be made to satisfy 
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1. s s 

2. s~»t=>t/^s 

3. r ^ s and s r ** t 

These laws are reflected in the nature of |J) by having Jj | satisfy 

Jj(s,s)j = 0 <=> s <■*' s (6.8) 

and 

IJ(s,t)J = |J(t,s)l (6.9) 

The first law can be satisfied by making S(a,b) = S(b,a) = 0 if 

and only if a/^ b and I(a,b) > 0 and D(a) > 0. The second law can 

be satisfied by making S(a,b) = S(b,a) and I(a,b) = D(b). The 

result of these conditions is to make the weighted Levenshtein table 

a reflection of itself. That is to say, these conditions will yield 

the same cost and paths that are rotations of each other for the 

relationship between x and y, and the relationship between y and x 

(Fig. 6.4). This means that it will not matter in which order two 

strings are compared. For this particular application this is bene¬ 

ficial. It is desirable to not have it matter in which order two 

strings are compared. For example, it should not matter if, for two 

adjacent contours, we compare contour s to t or contour t to s. 

An important point here is that the cost /J(s, t)} of the 

minimum cost path serves only to lead to the path J(s, t) which is 

the desired relationship R relating s to t. This is a very different 
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Fig. 6.4. Symmetry of R. 
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approach from the regular Levenshtein distance. The importance of 

the relationship R is that it can be used to examine similar charac¬ 

teristics on adjacent contours and determine if these characteris¬ 

tics occur in similar context. The determination of R places the 

most emphasis on the path J(s, t) rather than J(s, t) . This is 

done because the resulting path J(s, t), which is the desired rela¬ 

tionship R, can be implemented in a way to guide the reconstruction 

process. 



CHAPTER 7 

Aspects of j? 

The determination of the minimum cost path for the graph in 

Fig. 6.2 requires that the directed graph be somehow searched to 

determine this path. There are some important consideration to be 

made concerning search algorithms. The notation used in this dis¬ 

cussion is from [12]. A state-space search problem is defined by a 

triple (S, 0, G) where 

S is a set of one or more initial states. 

0 is a set of operators on states. 

G is a set of goal states. 

An algorithm which is a solution to the problem of finding the 

minimum cost path from the start node to the goal node in a state 

space graph has as its distinctive feature the evaluation function 

f’. 

f is composed of two components at each node: 

f’(n) = g’(n) + h'(n) (7.1) 

where at a node n, g' estimates the minimum cost of a path from the 

start node to node n and h' estimates the minimum cost from node n 
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to a goal. The value f'(n) estimates the minimal cost of a solution 

path passing through node n. The actual costs, which f ’, g' and h' 

only estimate are denoted by f, g, and h, respectively. It is 

assumed that all arc costs are positive. 

It is very important to be very clear as to the definitions of 

g' and h'. The function g' applied to a node n is calculated as the 

actual cost from the start node s to the node n along the cheapest 

path found so far by the algorithm. In a general state space search 

g' can only overestimate the minimal cost and its value is adjusted 

downward if a lower cost path to n is found. The function h' con¬ 

tains heuristic information and is problem dependent. As it turns 

out h’ is assumed to be zero in my analysis. 

This places a theoretical framework in which to discuss an 

algorithm to determine the optimal relationship R. The optimal 

match is the one which leads to the minimum cost path. The algo¬ 

rithm developed for the graph shown in Fig. 6.2 must guarantee the 

finding of the optimal or minimal cost path. This is done in the 

following way. 

Since h* is assumed to be zero there is no benefit involved in 

the choice of one node over another for the formation of a path. 

This means that, unless a priori information implies otherwise, one 

initial path is not to be preferred over another. This allows for 

the development of the following algorithm to determine the optimal 

path with a minimal number of steps under the existing circumstances 
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of h' =0. 

It is assumed that string x consists of M primitives and string 

y consists of N primitives. First a seed path is defined. This is 

done to give the algorithm a starting point which will allow it to 

explore the remaining paths in a very methodical way. The first 

path is illustrated in Fig. 7.1 It consists of M consecutive dele¬ 

tions followed by N consecutive insertions. As the path is formed 

the cost up to the particular node is determined. From there all 

the paths are formed by the following rule. Trace back along the 

path to the first non-insertion (deletion or substitution) Fig. 7.2 

If this is a deletion change it to a substitution. If it is a sub¬ 

stitution change it to an insertion. Then proceed down a path of 

deletions and make the necessary insertions to reach the goal node. 

If the cost of reaching a node is greater than or equal to the total 

cost of a previous path, the path is terminated. Then it is neces¬ 

sary to backtrack from the last node expanded to the first non¬ 

insertion found. The process is then repeated until the final path 

is reached (Fig. 7.3). The final path consists of N consecutive 

insertions followed by M consecutive deletions. Then all paths have 

been searched. 

A little examination of this algorithm will show that it will 

find the minimal cost path. There are several benefits to this 

algorithm. If the error associated with a particular node is 

recorded, there is never a need to recalculate the cost associated 

with the node if a node farther along the path is changed. It may 
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*.>£*** 

Fig. 7.1. Seed path. 
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^ y* y? 

Fig. 7.2. Next path. 
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Fig. 7.3. Final path. 
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be that the a large number of paths are to be searched and the user 

wishes not to search every possible path. There are several reason¬ 

able, simple things the user can do to prevent all the paths from 

being searched. In some cases it is probably reasonable to set an 

upper bound on the cost. Then if the cost to reach a node exceeds 

the upper bound or the lowest cost for a previous path the path is 

terminated. Also in some cases it might not be desired to find the 

minimal cost path, particularly if a large number of paths need to 

be searched. In these cases it might be desired to stop the algo¬ 

rithm if a good enough match has been found, i. e. the cost is lower 

than some bound. Finally, a new path might be accepted only if it 

has a cost lower than some fraction of the previous low cost path. 

That covers the procedure for searching the directed graph, but 

the path found depends upon the definition of the costs. The rea¬ 

soning behind the costs depends very much upon the application. The 

cost functions for this application are based, as mentioned earlier, 

on a measure of change. The reason for this will now be explained. 

What is desired is a relationship between the two contours. 

The R algorithm essential transforms contour x to contour y, in a 

very loose sense. If we are looking for similarités between the two 

contours, we would like to introduce as little change as necessary 

to transform one contour into another. For example, insignificant 

portions of the contour might be removed with low cost but, signifi¬ 

cant portions of either contour should not be removed if at all pos¬ 

sible. The problem is then to determine what is 'significant'. 
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In this case a rather simple measure of change is used. Since 

the contours have associated with them a perimeter it makes sense to 

first examine the use of changes in perimeter as a basis for the 

weights I(.), D(.), and I’(.). Thus if a primitive is important to 

a contour it, at least in this application, will contribute a large 

amount to the perimeter of the contour. In some application, for 

example comparing two contours of extremely different perimeters, it 

might be desired to normalize the perimeters. But for most of the 

techniques used in medicine the cross sectional slices are close 

enough together that there is no significant difference in perime¬ 

ter. For this reason normalization will not be used here. The costs 

I(.), D(.), and I *( . ) are made proportional to the distance along 

the contour from one endpoint to the next for the primitive upon 

which the I( .), D(.), and I'(.) act. For example, with a TRUS the 

cost of I(TRUS), D(TRUS), and I*(TRUS) is proportional to the sum of 

the lengths of the two sides. 

The determination of S(., .) is of the most importance for this 

application. In most cases the S(., .) can only be applied when the 

primitives being examined are of the same class. For example, a 

QUAD cannot be compared to a LINE. The only exception is when 

CORNER and STROKE are to be compared. In this case, if the CORNER 

and STROKE are enough alike they can be compared. The measure of 

whether they can be compared is the angle between the two sides of 

the CORNER and STROKE. This is chosen since this is the variable 

which controls whether the TRUS is classified as a CORNER or STROKE. 
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If the primitives are of the same class, with the exception men¬ 

tioned above, the measure S(., .) is determined by taking a weighted 

sum of the absolute value of the differences of the attributes of 

the primitive. Since the algorithm will naturally try to compare 

primitives of different types a maximum cost can be defined which 

might be considered to be a measure of the strength of a rejection. 

These measures for I(.), D(.), X*(.), and S(., .) all work 

together to provide an efficient way to determine the similarities 

between strings. If a primitive is not significant, i. e. its per¬ 

imeter is small, then there is no great loss deleting or inserting 

the primitive. However, if the primitive is significant then the 

algorithm will attempt to avoid the deletion or insertion of the 

primitive. If a substition is valid it will have a small cost sig¬ 

nifying that the primitives are similar. If the primitives are of 

different classes, other than the special case mentioned above, the 

substitution will be rejected outright by the user choosing a proper 

maximum cost of rejection. 

So far, the angle of concatenation between consecutive primi¬ 

tives has been ignored. This angle is illustrated in Fig. 7.4. In 

general, the contours being examined will consist of a number of 

significant concatenated primitives. If the angle of concatenation 

were to be used in the analysis it would be to get a better idea of 

the relationship between the adjacent contours. But it seems rea¬ 

sonable that since the primitives will contribute a significant 

portion of the contour is to be used that the use of the primitives 
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Fig. 7.4. Angle of concatenation. 
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alone provides enough information to perform the reconstruction. 

Also in many cases the primitives themselves and their relationship 

to one another provides a great deal of certainty as to the validity 

of the relationship found to exist between them. Actually the angle 

of concatenation can be rather sensitive to changes. For these rea¬ 

sons, the angle of concatenation will not be used in the analysis. 

It will be seen that this assumption will not noticeably affect the 

results of the application of the reconstruction algorithm. 



CHAPTER 8 

Making Connections 

It is now time to discuss the scheme for triangulating the sur¬ 

face once the relationship (R) between two levels has been found. 

Since the relationship developed between the two levels gives us 

quite a bit of information both of a global and local nature, it 

seems reasonable that a relatively simple tiling algorithm utilizing 

this information could be implemented. 

The most important information obtained is the regions which 

are related by substitions. Without first specifying the final 

decisions to be made concerning the connections i. e. how do we 

decide between the two alternatives shown in Fig. 8.1, it is neces¬ 

sary to analyze the problem at a somewhat higher level. The 

knowledge of regions which are similar in structure and position 

within their respective strings suggests the following approach. 

The highest priority concerning connections should go to those 

regions which have been found to be similar in shape and context. 

The connections for these sections are to be made first. After all 

the sections related by substitution (S(., .)) have been connected, 

the remaining connections are made. For example, consider the por¬ 

tions of two contours P and Q shown in Fig. 8.2 Suppose that R is 
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Fig. 8.1. Triangulation alternatives. 
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Fig. 8.2. Contours P and Q. 
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found indicating that the primitive PI is related to Q1 by substitu¬ 

tion and similiarly for P4 and Q3. If the primitives PI and P4 on 

level P are connected to Q1 and Q3 on level Q as shown in Fig. 8.3 

then the primitives P2 and P3 must be connected to primitive Q2 

(Fig. 8.4). 

This approach has a very useful benefit. If certain sections 

have been correctly identified, as in the case of the previously 

mentioned PI and P3 along with Q1 and Q4 it is possible that P2 or 

P3 might have been matched to Q2 but for some reason, a poor choice 

of parameters etc, this match might have been overlooked. But this 

approach will lead to connections being made between P2 and P3 and 

Q2, albeit possibly not in a wholly desirable way. This use of 

neighbors to guide connections give the approach a certain amount of 

flexibility along with a certain amount of forgiveness concerning 

the making of connections. 

That outlines the first decision concerning connections: which 

sections are to be considered first. The second decision is how to 

decide between the two alternatives given the situation in Fig. 8.1. 

First, variations on the methods proposed by Fuchs and Keppel might 

be used, but a simpler approach is suggested here. The approach sug¬ 

gested here is: given the situation in Fig. 8.1 choose the shortest 

leg of the two choices. This is a very simple choice. It involves 

few operations and is benefitial for those cases where a large 

number of sample points are involved. The real test of the suffi¬ 

ciency of such a rule is its performance. For now the result of 
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Fig. 8.3. Substitution related connections. 
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Fig. 8.4. Final connections. 
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using this approach will be held till a later, more thorough discus¬ 

sion of the results. One support for this approach is found in a 

work by [13]. This involved three dimensional stereoscopic recon¬ 

structions from serial sections. In this approach the researchers 

tiled the surface by choosing the shortest leg at each sample point 

for the entire reconstruction. This led to satisfactory results for 

that particular system. It will be seen that very nice results can 

be obtained using this rule in conjunction with the relational 

approach developed in this paper. 



CHAPTER 9 

The Algorithm 

At this point it is necessary to put all the pieces together 

and to show how they will work. The reconstruction algorithm will 

contain portions of the algorithms which were described in the ear¬ 

lier chapter. First the algorithm will be described and then it 

will be discussed in detail. 

Algorithm 3: RECONSTRUCTION 

Notation: x[level][point] and y[level][point] are arrays containing 

the coordinates for a particular level, dp[level] is a structure 

containing the following data: 

vertex: the vertex number of the polygon 

vercoor: the vertex coordinates for the associated vertex 

number 

phi: the angle between the two sides that meet at the ver¬ 

tex 

uvector: the unit vector pointing from the present vertex to 

the next vertex. 

magnit: the magnitude of the side beginning at vertex, 

cavex: tells whether the vertex is convex or concave, 

linequat: the coefficients for the equation of the line from 

the present vertex to the next vertx (ax + by + c = 0). 
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pointcov: the points covered from this vertex to the next ver¬ 

tex 

labvec: flag telling whether or not this vector has been 

included in a primitive. 

starvec: flag telling whether or not this vector is at the 

start of a primitive. 

The output of the parser is contained in the structure po[]. 

It contains the following data: 

thetacat: the angle of concatenation between adjacent primi¬ 

tives . 

prim: a flag denoting the type of primitive, 

descr: contains a maximum of three descriptors for a primi¬ 

tive. 

vercov: vertices covered by the primitive. 

LEVEL is the number of levels, i. e. the number of contours. 

POLYGONAL FIT fit a polygon to the input points x[][], y[][ ]. 

The output of the POLYGONAL FIT is stored in the structure 

dp[][]. POLYGONAL PARSE breaks the fitted polygon into a 

string of primitives. The output of the POLYGONAL PARSE is 

stored in the structure po[][]. CONNECT performs the connec¬ 

tions between adjacent contours as described earlier. 

For level = 0 while level < LEVELS do: 

Begin. 

Perform POLYGONAL FIT for the level. 
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Save the polygon in dp[level][]. 

Perform POLYGONAL PARSE for the level. 

Save the output of the parser in po[level][]. 

Increment level. 

End. 

For level = 0; while level < LEVELS-1 do: 

Begin. 

For level and level+1 do: 

Begin. 

Determine R (relationship) between level and level+1. 

For shift = 1; while shift <= SHIFTR do: 

Begin. Shift the contents of the structure 

po[level][] to the right by the amount shift. 

Determine R between level and level+1. 

If the cost of R is less than all previous R, then 

save this R. 

For shift = 1; while shift <= SHIFTL do: 

Shift the contents of the structure po[level][] to 

the left by the amount shift. 

Determine R between level and level+1. 

If the cost of R is less than all previous R, then 

save this R. 

Perform CONNECT between level and level+1. 

Increment level. 

End. 

End. 
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End of Algorithm. 

The algorithm first forms a polygonal fit to the sample points 

of a contour on the level under investigation. The resulting 

polygon is then decomposed into a string of primitives. Since there 

is no guarantee that the starting primitive for one level 

corresponds to the starting primitive on another level it is neces¬ 

sary to shift the string to the right or left. This is because the 

strings that represent the contours close on themselves. This means 

that the contour could be broken anywhere along its boundary. This 

is illustrated in Fig. 9.1. This contour consists of a QUAD (PI) 

and two TRUSes (P2 and P3). This contour could be conceivably be 

broken anywhere between these primitives. Each time the string is 

rotated the relationship between adjacent levels is found. If it 

has a lower cost than the previous low cost relationship, then it is 

saved. Once the lowest cost relationship (R) is found it is used to 

perform the conections between the adjacent levels. 
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Fig» 9.1. Breaking a contour. 



CHAPTER 10 

Results 

This section discusses the implementation of the reconstruction 

algorithm under practical and useful circumstances. The Department 

of Cardiology of the University of Texas at Houston is presently 

developing a PET scan imaging system. Though this system is still 

under development they were able to provide a set of cross sectional 

images to be used by the reconstruction algorithm. The images con¬ 

sist of cross sectional slices of the left ventricle of the canine 

heart. The cross sections were taken in four parallel planes. The 

left ventricle delivers blood to the systemic side of the circula¬ 

tory system. The right ventricle is responsible for the pulmonary 

system. The higher resistance on the systemic side results in the 

left ventricle having a thicker wall than the right ventricle. 

The sample points of the contour were obtained by displaying 

the cross sections and using a video cursor to record points along 

the contour. This step could be replaced by a good edge detector. 

Such a detector which takes advantage of the PET scan process is 

under development by the Department of Cardiology. However the sys¬ 

tem developed here is much more concerned with the reconstruction 

based on the sampled contours than how the sampled contours are 

obtained. 
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For the implementation, four cross sectional contours were 

used. The system could handle more slices but looking at a small 

number makes an analysis of the reconstruction system simpler. 

Figs. 10.1 - 10.4 are the contours used. All figures were origi¬ 

nally in the plane of the paper and then were rotated forty five 

degrees away from the viewer to provide a better view in later 

views. For convenience all slices are shown under this rotation. 

Actually, the wall of the left ventricle is not as thick as illus¬ 

trated. This thickness is caused by the low resolution of the 

detectors of the PET scanner and motion artifacts due to the beating 

of the heart. This is not a real issue for this testing since what 

we are really interested in is how the algorithm will perform. 

Fig. 10.1 is the first cross section as the scanner moves through 

the heart. The smooth notch represents a small portion of the 

chamber of the left ventricle. Fig. 10.2 represents the next slice 

obtained. In this figure the chamber of the left ventricle is more 

pronounced. Fig. 10.3 show a significant indentation due to the 

chamber of the left ventricle. Finally, in Fig. 10.4, less of the 

chamber is visible as the scanning plane prepares to leave the left 

ventricle. The four slice are stacked together in Fig. 10.5 to give 

an indication of their relationship to one another. Since there is 

some difficulty in viewing the reconstruction involving all four 

slices at once the reconstruction will be discussed two levels at a 

time. 

Fig. 10.6 represents the reconstruction between levels one and 
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Fig. 10.1. First slice. 
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Fig. 10.2 Second slice. 
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Fig. 10.3. Third slice. 
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Fig. 10.4. Fourth slice. 
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Fig. 10.5. All four slices. 



Fig. 10.6. Reconstruction between slices 1 and 2. 
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two. Level one contained eighty four sample points and level two 

contained eighty two sample points. A particularly good match was 

found between these two levels. From this reconstruction, the main 

lobes of the cross sections are matched well. Also the deepening of 

the chamber of the left ventricle is evident in this reconstruction. 

Fig. 10.7 show the reconstruction between levels two and three. 

Level three contains 104 sample points. Therefore there is not the 

nearly one to one correspondence between contour points per level 

between levels two and three as there was between levels one and 

two. There are two points of interest in this reconstruction. The 

two places where the legs of the reconstruction seem to fan out are 

labeled FI and F2. FI is essentially due to the difference in the 

number of points between the contours. Also the algorithm detected 

this as a region of change between similar sections as it formed the 

reconstruction. F2 represents a difference in interpretation as to 

the end of a primitive on adjacent levels. Nonetheless, the recon¬ 

struction is a very reasonably one. The main reason for this is the 

successful recognition of the chamber of the ventricle and the 

recognition of the large smooth portion of both figures. 

Fig. 10.8 shows the reconstruction between level three and 

level four. Level four consists of ninety two sample points. In 

this reconstruction the change in the depth of the chamber is very 

evident. One or two of the fan shaped legs exists in this recon¬ 

struction. This presents no problem here since enough information 

was obtained by the algorithm to successfully reconstruct the 
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Fig. 10.7. Reconstruction between slices 2 and 3. 
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Fig. 10.8. Reconstruction between slices 3 and 4. 
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surface. 

Fig. 10.9 represents the reconstruction between levels one, 

two, and three. Fig. 10.10 is the reconstruction between levels 

two, three, and four. These are provided to avoid some of the 

cluttering which occurs when all four slice reconstructions are 

shown simultaneously. They do serve to illustrate the following of 

the curvature of the chamber of the left ventricle and the following 

of the surface of the left ventricle. 

Finally, Fig. 10.11 shows the reconstruction based upon all 

four slices. This figure gives a good indication of the chamber of 

the left ventricle. All in all, the reconstruction is a good one. 

The increasing and decreasing of the depth of the chamber of the 

left ventricle is very apparent. Also features are well preserved 

from one level to the next. The problems involved in obtaining this 

reconstruction and ways that the algorithm might be improved are 

outlined in the next chapter. 



Fig. 10.9. Reconstruction between slices 1, 2, and 3. 
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Fig. 10.10. Reconstruction between slices 2, 3, and 4. 



Fig. 10.11. Reconstruction between slices 1, 2, 3, and 4. 



CHAPTER 11 

Discussion of Results 

There were a few problems involved with implementing the algo¬ 

rithm in a practical way. The first area of difficulty was the sam¬ 

pling itself. It would be most desirable to have a roughly constant 

number of sample points per unit length of the contour. This would 

make it simpler to choose parameters such as the length of the step 

size for the polygon fit and the choice of the variance parameters 

to determine the presence of the quads by the parser. The points 

used in this example were not always evenly spaced. This made it 

somewhat more difficult to determine what was a good set of parame¬ 

ters to run under. 

From a practical standpoint the best procedure is to first work 

with the polygon approximation routines to determine the level of 

resolution desired. For example, effects due to small fluctuation 

in the contour can be cancelled out by choosing an appropriate step 

size for the polygonal fit and an appropriate error for the col- 

linearity test. But the user needs to determine if this might not 

also cause him to miss some small but significant features. Of 

course using very low levels of resolution will lead to a large 

number of primitives and very long search times to determine R. 

Very low levels of resolution are also very weak measures of 
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similarity unless they can be used in conjunction with information 

at higher levels of resolution. As a result looking at the contours 

at a very low level can lead to misinterpretation. 

After adjusting the polygonal fitting algorithm the user can 

adjust the parsing routines to operate effectively under the partic¬ 

ular circumstances. This is the best way to adjust the reconstruc¬ 

tion algorithm to operate in a particular environment. For example, 

for Fig.10.2 - 10.5, once the operational parameters were chosen the 

algorithm worked well for all the slices. For this particular 

application the emphasis was placed on primitives of the type QUAD. 

This was done by choosing the step size to yield fairly constant 

length sides for the polygon where this would be appropriate. Then 

the variances in the QUAD detector were set rather loosely to pro¬ 

vide a stable approximation. 

The rate at which the contour is sampled should be sufficient 

to give a good surface representation. For example, if the contour 

has a large number of sharp bends it should be sampled at a high 

rate. Continuing in the same vein, the more the surface changes, 

the more contours there should be to succesfully represent the sur¬ 

face. There are a few improvements that might be made to the system 

or ways to incorporate the system into a larger system. 

The major shortcoming of the algorithm is its inability to 

adjust itself to differing degrees of resolution. This problem was 

alluded to in an earlier paragraph. It would be desirable to have a 
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procedure so that the algorithm could adjust its operational parame¬ 

ters, such as step size and variances, to operate under changing 

resolution. This procedure would probably take the form of grammar 

which could decide how to change the operational parameters under 

differ circumstances. The advantage would be that information on 

one level could be incorporated to aid on higher levels of resolu¬ 

tion. This approach would be much more complicated because it would 

become more difficult to define what is a good fit since the deci¬ 

sion would have to based on different levels of resolution. Also 

the amount of processing would probably be significant. But, the 

quality of the reconstruction would be improved by such a technique. 

A process of this type could use the algorithm developed in this 

paper as a starting point. 
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APPENDIX 

This appendix contains the pro9rams necessary to imple¬ 

ment the surface reconstruction alsorithm discussed in the 

thesis. 

/* Variables that should not be redefined 

by the user */ 

«define PI 3.141592 

«define CONCAVE 

«define CONVEX '+' 

«define NO.VEX -1 

«define END 'E' 

«define UNLAB 'U' 

«define LABEL V 

«define BEGIN 'B' 

«define BREAK 'B' 

«define LINE 'L' 

«define INTER 'V 
«define QUAD 

«define NO.TRUS 0 

«define STROKE 'S' 

«define CORNER 'C' 

«define YES.TRUS 1 

«define TRUE 1 

«define FALSE 0 

«define BOTTOM 'B' 

«define SIDE 'S' 

«define LEFT 'l' 
«define RIGHT 'R' 

«define NO 'N' 

«define YES 'V 
«define DELETION 1 

«define SUBSTITION 2 

«define INSERTION 3 
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/* Variables that may be redefined 

bY the user */ 

«define DEL_BRK 0.75 

«define DEL-LINE 0.05 

«define BELVMAG 20.00 

«define DEL.VTHE 0.35 

/«maximum len9th of a BREAK*/ 

/«maximum ansle without aersin9 two LINES*/ 

/«maximum variance of sides for QUAD*/ 

/♦maximum variance of angles for QUAD*/ 

«define S-LBCSJND 1.5707963 /*! out bound for a stroke*/ 

«define DIMP0T 150 

«define DIMPOLY 150 

it.c*/ 

«define OIMLIME 150 

n lines*/ 

«define DIMCON 300 

d others*/ 

«define KO 7 

«define TO 3.00 

«define LEVELS 5 

«define DWLEVEL 4 

*/ 

«define SCALEQ 2.0 

«define SCALET 2.0 

«define DELSC 0.1 

in 

/«dimension of temporary array in shell.c*/ 

/«dimension of input arrays x and y in polvf 

/«dimension of arrays a. b> and c for polygo 

/«dimension of structure con in connect.c an 

/«step size used in polyfit.c*/ 

/♦maximum error from a line in polyfit.c*/ 

/♦number of levels*/ 

/«dimension of levels. DItLEVEL = LEVELS - l 

/«scales difference for «wad in subcost.c*/ 

/•scales difference for trus in subcost.c*/ 

/«difference in angle for stroke and corner 

«define 

«define 

«define 

«define 

«define 

«define 

«define 

«define 

«define 

«define 

«define 

1yfit.c 

«define 

«define 

«define 

«define 

subcost.c*/ 

HAXCOST 1000.0 /«maximum cost returned by subcost.c*/ 

DELBL 0.2 /«difference in length for break and line in 

subcost.c*/ 

DIMPATH 300 /«dimension of pathvec in levdis.c*/ 

SBIMPATH 600 /«dimension of pathnode in levdis.c»/ 

DIMERR 300 /«dimension of errvec in levdis.c*/ 

UBQUND 900.0 /«upper bound on the error used in levdis.c»/ 

SHIFTR 3 

SHIFTL 3 

GUDENUF 0.0 

ALPHA 1.00 

EPSPHI 0.00 

/*ri9ht shift used in fitNparse.c*/ 

/«left shift used in fitNparse.c*/ 

/«upper bound on minerr in fitNparse.c*/ 

/«scales down errvectmerrmarkl in levdis.c*/ 

/* criteria on an9le for merging lines in PO 

*/ 
D-WEIGHT 1.0 /♦ weight on deletions used in delcost.c */ 

I_WEI6HT 1.0 /* wei9ht on insertions used in incost.c 

and ipcost.c */ 

EDIT-L 0.00 /* bound used in editJine.c ♦/ 

SCALE.DIS 3.0 /«weight on distance between primitives on 

adjacent slices (in subcost.c)*/ 
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struct XY { 
float xi 
float Yi 

>5 

struct abc { 
float a; 
float b; 
float c? 

}; 

struct 4k C 
int ii 
int f; 

}; 

tYPedef struct catchall { 
int vertex» 
struct XY vercoorS 
float phi. 
struct XY uvector; 
float masnit; 
char cavexS 
struct abc linewat; 
struct jk pointcovS 
char labvec; 
char starvecs 

JCATCHALLS 
struct fit { 

float dl; 
float d2i 
float d3> 
}5 

tYPedef struct parsout { 
float thetacats 
char prim? 
struct fit descr» 
struct ik vercovi 
} PARSOUT5 

tYPedef struct 1112 { 
int lit 
int 12; 
> CONNECTS 
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**** 

* 

ft 
ft 
ft 
* 

TITLE: maint) AUTHOR: Ray Simar DATE: 

*** 

ft 
♦ 
ft 
ft 
ft 
« 
# 

« 
ft 
« 
» 

ftftftft 
« 
« 
* 
« 

ABSTRACT: This program retrieves the contour points and 
sets it in a structure for the other routines to use. 
The program then calls the appropriate routines to form 
the reconstruction. It controls the necessary looping 
to find the best reconstruction and the stores the contour 
points and the appropriate connections in files to be 
used by the plotting routines. 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

« 
ft 
X 

dp[Kl: contains the polvson fitted to the 
contours. 

ft 
X 

PQ[][]: the output of the parser. 
X 

ft 
X 

potemp[][]: temporarily holds the output of the 

ft 
Jt * 

mpathvecü: the minimum path to sive R. 

ft 
X 

merrvecü! the cost of the path at each node. 
w 

ft 
X 

contlt]: the connections between the levels. 
* 
ft xt], Ytl, z[]: the coordinates of the contours. 

****/ 

^include <stdio.h> 
linclude "defvar.h1 

#indude "define.h’ 



Iinclude "pfitstruct.h1 

include "postruct.h* 
Iinclude "construct.h" 

39 

float xELEVELSIEDIMPOLYIS 
float YELEVELSUDIMPOLYIS 
float zELEVELSlEDIMPQLYl; 

CftTCHALL dpELEVELSHDIMPOLYlS 
PARSÜUT PotLEVELSKDIHPOLY]; 
PfiRSOUT PoteapELEVELSIEDIMPOLYIS 
int BPathvec ED WATHI ? 
float merrvecEDlMERRI; 
CONNECT conCLEVELS3EDIMC0Nlï 

mainO 

{ 

int levels 
int merrmarks 
int mpvmarks 
int pvmarks 
int minpathvEDIMPOLYl, minerrvEBItlERR]; 
int is 
int js 
int ks 
int nopxt noprs 
float ominerrs 
float minerr? 
int nopointsELEVELSI; /* nopointsEil gives the number of points on 
level i */ 
int novEDIMPOLY]; /* novEil gives the number- of vertices on le 
vel i 

after the polvson fit */ 
int noprimEDItPOLYlS /* noprimEil gives the number of primitives 
on 

level i after the parsing ♦/ 
int slide; 
int finshift; 
int numconELEVELSl; /* numconEil gives the number of connections 
between 

FILE *fp_heart; 
level i and level i + 1 */ 

system {"cat defvar.h")S /* print the contents of defvar.h */ 

system ("cat define.h")S /* print the contents of define.h */ 
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fp_heart = fopent"heart"> *r“); /* file “heart* contains the coordin 
ates of the 

contour points for each level */ 

printf (“BEFORE LOADING HEART DATAO); 
for (level = 05 level < LEVELS; level++) /♦ loads heart data 
*/ 

{ 
fscanf(fp_heart> “Xd“, ScnoPointsClevel 
for U * 0? j < nopointsdevell; j++) 

{ 
fscanf(fp_heart* “Xf Xf". ixdevelld], îcYdevellül 

); 
zdevelltj] = 30.0 * level; 
} 

> 
printf ("AFTER LOADING HEART DATAO); 

fclose(fp_heart)5 

save.data(nopoints); /* saves the contour points in a file */ 

for (level = 0; level < LEVELS; level++) /* do the polygon fi 
t and 

parsing for all the 
contours */ 

{ 

printf(“BEFORE POLYFITO); 

/* polvfitO does the polygon fit for each 1 
evel */ 

novllevel] = polyfitdeveli nopointsdevell) 

printf (“AFTER POLYFITO); 
printf ("BEFORE LINE_EDITO); 
printf ("nov = XdO, novdevell); 

line_edit(&novdevell, level); /« line-edit allons the user 
to 

remove line segments short 
er 

than EDIT-L */ 
printf ("nov « XdO, novllevell); 

printf (“AFTER LINE-EDITO); 
printf ("vrtx xcoor vcoor ux UY mag cav ip fpO)5 

for (k = 0; k <= novllevell; k++) 
{ 
printf (“X2d ", dpdevelltkl. vertex); 
printf (“X5.2f X5.2f “, dpdevelllkl.vercoor.x, 

dpdevelltkl.vercoor.y); 
printf ("X5.2f ", dpdevelltkl.phi); 
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printf ("X5.2f X5.2f ", dpUevelHkl.uvector.x, 
dptlevelltkl.uvector.Y); 

printf ("X5.2f ", dptlevelHkl.aasnit); 
printf (* Xc ", dp[leve1][k].cavex); 
printf ("X2d X2d0, dptleveUM.Pointcov.i, 

dptlevelHkl.pointcov.f); 
> 

/# polvparseO breaks the contours into prim 
itives */ 

noprimüeveU = poWparsetnovUevell, level)! 

printf ("noprimiXdl = Xd 0, level, noprimtlevell); 

> 

for (level * 0! level < LEVELS - l! level ++) /* determine 
R for all 

levels */ 
{ 

minerr = UBOUND; 
ominerr = minerr! 
finshift = Oi 

coPYlnoprim, level)! /* COPY the two levels bein9 operate 
d upon */ 

COPY(noprim, level +1)! 

/» levdis determines the relationship R between leve 
Is */ 

levdis (level, noprimdevel], noprimtlevel + 1], fcminerr, &p 
vmark)! 

printf ("minerr = Xf 0, minerr)! 

mpvmark = pvmark! 

ound 
/* if a better relationship (R) is f 

it is saved */ 
for(i = 0; i < mpvmark; i++) 

{ 
minpathviil = mpathvecCil! 
minerrvtil = merrvecülï 
\ 
4 

if (minerr < ominerr) 
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oninerr » ninerr! 
*1 se 

ninerr = oninerr; 

if (oninerr < GUDENUF) 
goto base! 

/* shift level SHIFTR to the 
ri9ht */ 

for {slide = t! slide <= SHIRR! sUde++) 
{ 
shift (RHMT, 1» noprinllevel]. level). 

/* check for a better fit */ 
levdisdevel. noprinllevel]. noprintlevel+1], ininer 

r. Itpvnark)! 
if (ninerr < oninerr) 

{ 
oninerr = ninerr! 
finshift * slide! 
mpvmark = pvnark! 
forti = 05 i < iBPvnark! i++) 

{ 
ninpathvLi] = npathveclil! 
ninerrvlil = nerrvecli]; 
} 

Î 
else 

ninerr = oninerr! 

if (oninerr < GUBENUF) 
goto base! 

} 

copvtnoprin. level)! 

/* shift level SHIFTL to the 
left */ 

for (slide = l! slide <= SHIFTL.! slide++) 
{ 
shift (LEFT. 1. noprinllevel]. level); 

/* check for a better fit */ 
levdisdevel, noprintlevell, noprintlevel+11, fcniner 

r. îtpvnark); 
if (ninerr < oninerr) 

{ 
oninerr = ninerr! 
finshift = -l * slide! 
mpvnark = pvnark! 
for (i * 0; i < npvmark; i++) 

{ 
ninpathvCil = npathvecCil! 
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ninerrvü) = aerrvecii); 

> 

> 
else 

ainerr = oainerr; 

if (oainerr < GUBENUF) 
goto base? 

} 

base:; 

coPY(nopria» level); 

if (finshift < 0) 
shiftdEFT» -1 * f inshif t, nopriaüevel)» level); 

else if {finshift > 0) 
shifttRIGHT» finshift» nopriatlevel)» level); 

/* aake.con sakés the connetions between levels */ 

nuacon[1evel)=aake-con(nopoints[leve1)»nopoints[level+l)>apv 
sarkilevel); 

tions 
save_con(nuacon[1eve1)> level); /* save.con saves the connec 

in the file "save.con" */ 

0, 

for (i = 0; i < nuaconLlevel); i++) 
printf t-conty.dlCXd3.il = Xd conCXd3C7.d3.12 = Xd 

level» i» conUevelHil.ll» level» i» conile 
vel]ti].12); 

for (i = 0; i < apvaark; i++) 
printf ("ainpathvtXd) s Xd 0» i» ainpathvti)); 

} 

printf ("finshift * Xd 0» finshift); 

} 
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ft*** 

* 
* 

* 
* 
ft 

TITLE: col lint) AUTHOR: Ray Simar DATE: 

**** 

* 

* 

* 

ft 
ft 
* 

ft 
* 

ABSTRACTS Collin() determines it the points in xtl and YÜ 
from index i to index k are coll inear. The maximum distance 
from the interpolating line allowed is set by To. This is 
based on an algorithm by Pavlidisll. 

«*** 
« 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
ft 
ft 
* 
* 
ft 
ft 
* 
ft 
* 
* 
* 
* 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

i and ks The starting and ending indices of 
the contour points to be examined. 

levels The contour being examined. 

nopoints: The number of points on the contour. 

*pm: The index where the maximum error 
was exceeded. 

ftpa» ftpbi ftpcs The equation of the line passing the 
col linearity test: (*pa)x + (*pb)y 
+ (*pc) = 0. 

*PLS The length of the line. 

****/ 

^include <math.h> 

♦include "define.hH 
♦include "defvar.h" 
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collinU, ki pmi pa, pbt PCI PLI TOI level, nopoints) 

int ji ki 
int level> nopointsi 
int *Pti 
float *pa, *pbi *PC* 

float *PL» Toi 

{ 

extern float xIHDIHPOLYl, YHCDIMPOLYD 
float Lasua; 
int ii 
float Ti /* T is the aaxiaua distance froa the 

interpolating line */ 
float di 
float dsoi 
float Ci 
float LaopLi 
float tempi 

Lasu» * O.Oi 

*pa 3 Yllevelltil - Yllevelltkli /* deteraine *pa* *pb> and * 
PC */ 
*pb 3 xllevelllkl - xIlevellLil; 
*PC s Ytlevelltkl * x.UevellUl; 
tea? 3 YtleveUUl * xtlevelltkli 
*PC 3 *PC - teapi 

*PL 3 snrt(pow(*pai 2.) * pow<*pb, 2.))i 

/• This section is optional and ai9ht be iaplemented later if desire 
d «/ 

/* OPTIONAL OPTIONAL 
if (k < j) 

for (i 3 j + Ü i < nopointsi i++) 
Lasua 3 Lasua + s<*rt(pott( (xllevellli] - xllevellli - 

ID, 2.) 
+ pow((Y[level][i] - YtlevellCi - ID, 2.))i 

Lasua 3 Lasua + sartlpoudxtlevellli] - xllevelllOl), 2.) 
+ poadYtlevelim - Ytlevel][0D,2.))i 

> 
else 

{ 
for (i = 4 + li i <= ki i++) 

Lasua = Lasua + snrtlpowt(xllevellli] - xllevellli - 
ID, 2.) 

+ PowÜYtlevelKil - YtlevellCi - ID, 2.))? 



% 

} 
LaopL = Lasua / *PL; 
if (Laort. > 1.5) 

return (FALSE); 
else 

if (LaoeL < 1.1) 
return (TRUE); 

OPTIONAL OPTIONAL */ 

*pm = j; 

T = 0.0; 

/* used in the OPTIONS, portion 
dso = 0.0; 
c = o.o; 
*/ 

if (k = 0) 
{ 
for (i * j + 1; i < nopoints; i++) 

{ 
d * *pa * xtlevelKi] + *pb * Ytlevelltil + *PC5 
if (fabs(d) >= T) 

{ 
T = fabs(d); 
*p» = i; 
> 

Î 
d - *pa * xtlevel ICO] + *pb * YtlevelKOl + *pc; 
if (fabs(d) >* T) 

{ 
T = fabs(d); 
*PB = i; 
} 

} 
else 

{ 
for (i = j + l; i <= k - l; i++) 

{ 
d = *pa * xtlevelKi! + »pb * YllevelKil + *PC; 
if (fabs(d) >= T) 

{ 
T = fabs(d); 
*p« = i; 
> 

/* for the OPTIONAL part 
if ((de dso) < 0.0) 

C » C + 1.0; 
dso = d' 
*/ 
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> 
} 

T = T / *PL? /* or T = T/L/L if the error is 
to be nornalized •/ 

/* for the OPTIONAL portion 
if Ik > j + 2) 

C = C/(k - i - 2.0)5 
else 

if (k ■ i ♦ 2) 
C * 0.05 

*/ 

/* Other test suggested bv Pavlidis could be placed here •/ 

if (T > To) /* the collinearity test fails */ 
return (FALSE)5 

else /» the collinearity test succeeds */ 
return (TRUE)? 

> 
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****** 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

TITLE: PolvfitO WJTHORs Rav Simar DATES 

***** 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

ABSTRACTS polvfitO fits a polygon to the contour sample 
points contained in xtl and YCI. Tests for col linearity 
are performed by collinO which returns TRIE or FALSE. 
If the angle between two adjacent sides is less than 
EPSPHI* then the two sides are merged. If the collinearity 
test fails* then the point where the maximum error occurs 
(xlml* ylml) is used as a break point and a new test of 
collinearity is performed. 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

The level contour being fitted with 
a polygon. 

The number of points on the contour. 

♦include <math.h> 

♦include “pfitstruct.h* 

♦include “define.!»* 
♦include •defvar.h" 

polyfitdevel* nopoints) 

int level* nopoints* 
{ 
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extern CATCHALL dptHDIHPOLYli 
extern float XÜLDINP0LY1, vtUDIMPOLYli 
int p> j, k> ko, i, mi 
int ni 
int iLl, fLli /* the initial and final indices for line 1 */ 
float an9_phi()i I* ans_phit) returns the ansle betueen tuo 

adjacent sides */ 
float Toi 
float tempi 
float atBIMLHCL btDIHLINEl, clDIUlNEli 
float phi; 
float Li 
float Lia, Lib, Llci /* The coefficients (a, b, c) for line 1 #/ 
float L2a, L2b, L2ci /* The coefficients (a, b, c) for line 2 »/ 
float L3a, L3b, L3ci /* The coefficients (a, b, c) for line 3 */ 
float epsphii 

n = nopointsi 
ko = KO; /* the step size betueen the points bein9 tested 

for col linearity */ 
p = Os 
j = 0; 
i = Oi 
k = koi 
To = TO; 
epsphi = EPSPHIi 

uhile(l) 
{ 
if (k >= n) 

k = Oi 
if (collinUik, &m, Scati3, ScbCil* hcti], &L, To,level,nopoin 

ts) = TRUE) 
{ 
L2a = atili 
L2b = btili 
L2c = ciili 

if (p = j) 
{ 
Lia = L2ai 
Lib = L2bi 
Lie = L2ci 
iLl = Ji 
fLl = ki 
dp[levelKiLpointcov.i = ji 
dp[levelKii.pointcov.f * ki 
} 

else 
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and L2 */ 

[p]5 

[kl; 

Hkl; 

[level][Rl; 

{ 
phi = an9_phi(iLli fill ji ki level); 

if (fabs(phi) < epsphi) /t aerse LI 

{ 
—i; 
L3a = Y[level][kl - vUevell 

L3b = x[level)[pl - xüevell 

tea? = Y[levell[pl * x[level 

L3c = tear - Y[levell[kl * x 

Lia = L3a; 
Lib * L3b; 
Lie = L3c; 
iLl = p; 
fLl = k; 
dp[1evelKi].pointcov.i = p; 
dpUevelHil.pointcov.f = k; 
} 

else 
{ 
p = j; 
Lia = L2a; 
Lib = L2b; 
Lie = L2c; 
iLl = j; 
fLl = k; 
dpflevelHil.pointcov.i * j; 
dp[levell[il.pointcov.f * k; 
> 

} 
aül = Lia; 
b[il = Lib; 
cül = Lie; 

dp[levelim. vertex = i; 
dpUevelim.vercoor.x * xUevelHiLlli 
dp[level][i].vercoop.Y = YllevelKiLll; 
dpflevelKil.lineauat.a = Lia; 
dpflevelKil.line^uat.b = Lib; 
dpflevelKil.lineauat.c = Lie; 
++i; 
if (k = 0) 

break; 
else 

j = k; 
k = k + koî 
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else 

rred */ 

} 

k = mi /* m is «there the maximum error occu 

> 

/* vecstuffO computes the data stored in dr[][] #/ 

vecstuffU - 1» level); 
/* print out the structure dptlevelltl */ 
printf ("level = U 0, level); 
printf Cvrtx x v phi ux uv mas cavex"); 
printf ("a b c ip fpO); 
for u = 0; j < i; j++) 

at.c); 

{ 
printf 
printf 

printf 

printf 

printf 
printf 
printf 

("X2d ", dpClevelltil.vertex); 
("X5.2f X5.2f ", dptlevellUl.vercoor.x, 

dpi1evel][j].vercoor.Y); 

("X5.2f ", dp[level][jl.phi); 

("%5.2f X5.2f ", dpClevel]ti].uvector.x, 
dp[ 1 evelKJ1.uvector.Y); 

("X5.2f ", dptleveUm.masnit); 
(* Ic ", dpUevelKj).cavex); 
(*%5.2f X5.2f X5.2f ", dpCleveUül.linesuat.a, 

dpClevellUl.linenuat.b, dpUevellUl.linenu 

printf (*X2d X2d0, dp[1evel][j].pointcov.i, dptlevelHJL 
pointcov.f); 

} 

return (i - 1); /* return the number of vertices for this PO 

lvson */ 
} 



an9_phi() AUTHOR: Rav Siaar DATE: 

***** 
* 

* 

* TITLE: 
» 

* 

* 
* 

* ABSTRACT: an9_phi() determines the anale between Une 1 
* and line 2 which are defined bY the initial and final 
« indices iLl and fli and iL2 and fL2 respective!Y. It 
* returns the ansle theta between the lines. 
* 

* 

***** 
* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

iLl and fLl: The initial and final indices of the 
coordinates of line 1. 

iL2 and fL2: The initial and final indices of the 
coordinates of line 2. 

level: The level of the coordinates. 

****«/ 

♦include <math.h> 
iinclude "defvar.h" 

float an9_phi(iLl> fLl. iL2, fL2> level) 

int iLl. fLl, iL2, fL2: 
int level; 

{ 

extern float xIItDIMPOLYI, YIHDIMPOLYI; 
float uxi, UYI, UX2, UY2; 
float costheta, sintheta, theta; 
float radical; 
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/* uxl and UYI are the coordinates of the unit vector alon9 line 1 * 
/ 
/* ux2 and UY2 are the coordinates of the unit vector alon9 line 2 * 
/ 

radical = S9rt(pow((xtlevel]tfLn - xtlevelUiLi]), 2.) 
+ powt(YClevelILfLll - YCleveUlill]), 2.11? 

uxl = (xtlevelltfLU - xHevellULl]) / radical? 
UYI = (YtlevelKfLn - YllevelKiLll) / radical; 

radical = sgrt(pow((xtlevel]tfl2] - xtleveU[iL2])» 2.) 
+ POW((YtlevelltfL23 - Y[levelKiL21), 2.11? 

ux2 = (xtlevelKfL21 - xtlevelltiL2]) / radical; 
UY2 = (vtlevelltfL21 - vllevel3Cil_23> / radical; 

sintheta = (UY2 * uxl - UYI * ux2) / (uxl * uxl + UYI # UY115 

costheta = (UY2 * UYI + uxl * ux2) / (uxl * uxl + UYI * UYI); 

if (costheta > 0 tt sintheta >= 0) 
/* concave */ 
theta = acostcostheta); 

else 
if (costheta <= 0 && sintheta >= 0) 

/* concave */ 
theta = acos(costheta); 

else 
if (costheta 0 ifc sintheta (= 0) 

/* convex */ 
theta = -1.0 * acos(costheta); 

else 
if (costheta > 0 Stic sintheta O 0) 

/* convex */ 
theta - asin(sintheta); 

return(theta); /* return the angle between the two lines */ 
> 
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***** 
* 

* 

* TITLE: vecstuffO AUTHOR: Ray Simar DATE: 
* 

* 

* 

* 

« 
* 

« 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

# 

* 
* 
* 

ABSTRACTS vecstuffO computes a variety of "stuff" 
concernin9 the polygon fit for a particular level. 
This information is very important for other routines. 
This information consists of: 

1. the length the side of the polygon. 
2. the angle between consecutive sides. 
3. a notation as to if the angle is convex 

or concave, 
4. the unit vector along a side taken in 

sequence. 

***** 
* 
* 
* VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 
* 
* nov: The number of vertices plus one on a level, 
a level: The level being operated upon. 
* 

* 

****/ 

«include <math.h> 

«include "pfitstruct.h" 

«include "define.h" 
«include "defvar.h" 

vecstuff(nov» level) /* vertices 0» li ...» nov*/ 

int novî 
int level? 
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extern CATCHALL dpCHDIMPQLYlS 

int j; 

float costhetat sintheta; 

float denom; 

float sinnum. cosnum; 

float uxl. UYI. UX2. UY2ï 

/* determine vector magnitudes */ 

for U = 0» à < novi j++) 
{ 
dptlevelltjl.masnit * s<irt(po<ii((dpt1evellU + 13.vercoor.x 

- dptlevelltil.vercoor.xlt2. 
0) 

0»; 

+ powKdptlevellU + ll.vercoor.Y 

- dptlevellUl.vercoor.Ylt2. 

dptlevellUl.starvec = UNLAB; 

dptlevellUl.labvec = UNLAB; 

} 

dptlevel]Cnovl.ma9nit = sgrtlpowUdptlevel H03. vercoor.x 

- dpl1evelHnovl.vercoor.xlt 

2.0) 
+ powUdptlevelltOl.vercoor.Y 

- dptlevelHnovl.vercoor.Yl. 
2.01)5 

dpCIevelHnovl.starvec = UNLAB; 

dpClevelHnovl.labvec = UNLAB; 

/* determine initial unit vectors and phitlevelHOl */ 

dpClevelHnovl.uvector.x = (dptlevelHOl.vercoor.x - dpClevelltnovl. 

vercoor.x) 

/ dpClevellCnovl.masnitt 

dpllevellCnovl.uvector.Y * (dpllevelHOl.vercoor.v - dpdevelHnovl. 

vercoor.v) 

/ dpClevelHnovl.ma9nit; 

dpClevelltOl.uvector.x » (dpClevelHU.vercoor.x - dpCIevelHOl.verc 

oor.x) 

/ dp[level HOI.ma9nit; 

dpCIevelltOl.uvector.Y s tdptlevelltll.vercoor.Y - dpCIevelHOl.verc 

oor.v) 

/ dptlevelHOl.magnit; 

uxl » dpClevelHnovl.uvector.x; 

UYI S dpClevel3Cnovl.uvector.Y5 

ux2 = dptlevelltOl.uvector.x; 

UY2 = dptlevelH01.uvector.Y5 
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denoni = uxl * uxl + UYI * UYI; 

sintheta = (UY2 * uxl - UYI * ux2) / (uxl * uxl + UYI * UYI); 

costheta = (UY2 * UYI + uxl * ux2) / (uxl * uxl + UYI * UYI); 

if (costheta >= 0 Me sintheta >= 0) 
{ 
dptlevelltOl.cavex - CONCAVE; 
dptlevelltOl.phi = acos(costheta); 
> 

else 
if (costheta <= 0 Me sintheta > 0) 

{ 
dptlevelltOl.cavex = CONCAVE; 
dptlevelltOl.phi = acos(costheta); 
> 

else 
if (costheta <= 0 Me sintheta <= 0) 

{ 
dptlevelltOl.cavex = CONVEX; 
dptlevelltOl.phi = -1.0 * acos(costheta); 
Ï 

else 
if (costheta >= 0 Me sintheta <= 0) 

{ 
dptlevelKOl.cavex = CONVEX; 
dpi1eve11E01.Phi * asin(sintheta); 

I* finish final vectors and phis */ 

for (i = 1; j < nov; j++) 
{ 
dptlevelltjl.uvector.x = (dptlevellU + ll.vercoor.x 

- dptlevelltil.vercoor.xl/dptlevellt 
jl.masnit; 

dptlevelltll.uvector.Y = (dptlevelltj + ll.vercoor.Y 
- dptlevelltjl.vercoor.Yl/dptlevellt 

jl.masnit; 
uxl = dptlevelltj - ll.uvector.x; 
UYI = dptlevelltj - ll.uvector.v; 
ux2 ~ dptlevelltjl.uvector.x; 
UY2 * dPllevelltjl.uvector.Y5 

denom = uxl * uxl + UYI * uvl! 
sintheta = (UY2 * uxl - UYI » ux2) / (uxl * uxl ♦ UYI * UYI) 

1 

costheta = (UY2 * UYI + uxl * ux2) / (uxl * uxl + UYI * UYI) 

if (costheta >= 0 Sett sintheta >= 0) 
t 
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dptlevelKjl.eavex = CONCAVE; 
dptlevelltjl.phi - acos(costheta); 
} 

el se 
if (costheta <= 0 M sintheta >= 0) 

{ 
dptlevelKjl.eavex = CONCAVE; 
dptlevellUl.phi = acos( costheta); 
> 

else 
if (costheta <= 0 M sintheta i- 0) 

{ 
dptlevelKjl.eavex = CONVEX; 
dptlevelltjl.phi = -1.0 * acos(costheta); 

> 
else 

if (costheta >= 0 M sintheta <= 0) 
{ 
dptlevelKjl.eavex = CONVEX; 
dptlevelltjl.phi = asin(sintheta); 

} 

uxl = dptlevelKnov - ll.uvector.x; 
UYI = dptlevelKnov - U.uvector.v; 
ux2 = dptlevelKnov].uvector.x; 
UY2 = dptlevelKnov!. uvector.YS 
denon = uxl * uxl + UYI * UYI; 

sintheta = (UY2 * uxl - UYI * ux2) / (uxl « uxl + UYI * UYI); 

costheta = (UY2 * UYI + uxl » ux2) / (uxl * uxl + UYI * UYI); 

if (costheta > 0 M sintheta >= 0) 
{ 
dptlevelKnovl.cavex = CONCAVE; 
dptlevelKnov!.phi * acos(costheta); 

} 
else 

if (costheta <= 0 M sintheta >= 0) 
t 
dptlevelKnovl.cavex = COICAVE; 
dptlevelKnov]. phi = acos(costheta); 

} 
else 

if (costheta <= 0 M sintheta <= 0) 
{ 
dptlevelKnovl.cavex = CONVEX; 
dptlevelKnov].phi = -1.0 * acostcostheta); 

> 



if (costheta >= 0 tele sintheta <* 0) 
{ 
dpCIevelHnovLcavex = CONVEX! 
dp[lev«lHnovLphi = asin(sintheta) 
} 
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a**** 
* 
* 

* TITLE! polvparseO AUTHOR: Rav Simar DATE: 
* 
a 

***** 
* 
* 

* ABSTRACT! polvparseO operates on the ouput of the 
a polvfitO routine which is stored in dpIlU. The 
* output of polYParseO is stored in poCKl. polvparseO 
a calls the detectors for the primitives in the fol1ouin9 
* order! 
* 1. BREAK 
a 2. QUAD 
* 3. LIKE 
* 4. TRUS 
« polvparseO returns the number of primitives found 
* on the level bein3 analyzed, 
a 
a 

***** 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

a 
* 

* 

* 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

nov: The number of vertices plus one of 
the polY9on on the level being examined.on 

level: The index of the level being examined. 

*«***/ 

(include <stdio.h> 
(include "define.h* 
(include “defvar.h” 
(include "pfitstruct.h* 
(include “postruct.h* 

polYParselnov. level) 

int novi 
int level 
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{ 

extern PARSOUT POCICDIMPOLYI; 
extern CATCHALL drCICDIMPOLYl; 
int start» starvec» index» nopria» i» ret. 

start = 0» 

start = findcave(start> nov» level)» /* findcaveO returns the fi 
rst 

ries 

printf ("startins vector is Xd 0» start)» 

concave vertex after a se 

of convex vertices */ 

if (start = N0_VEX) 
{ 
printf ("N0.VEX0); 
exit(Q); 
Î 

index = 0; 
brake (level. Stindex» start» nov)» 
/ 
nuad(level» iindex. start, nov). 
linedevel» feindex» start» nov)» 
nopria = index. 
printf ("nopria = Xd start = Xd 
el); 
shell (nopria. start» level), 

rder 

start = 0» 
ret = trus(start. fcnopria. level); 
/ 

/* the detector for BREAKS * 

/* the detector for QUADs */ 
/* the detector for LllCs */ 

level = XdO. nopria» start, lev 

/* a shell short to put the 
priaitives in the risht o 

after detection */ 

/* the detector for TRUSes * 

if (ret = NO-TRUS) 
printf ("NO TRUSO); 

else 
printf ("YES TRUSO); 

printf("theta pria dl d2 d3 ver.i ver.fO); 
for (i = 0; i < nopria; i++) 

{ 
printf ("X3.1f Xc XS.lf X3.If X3.1f X 

d Xd 0. 
poClevellCil.thetacat» poClevellCil.pria» poC1evellCil.descr.dl» poC 
level lCil.descr.d2» PoClevellCil.descr.d3» 
poClevellCil.vercov.i» poClevellCil.vercov.f); 

} 



Ill 

return (noprim)î /* return the number of primitives found on th 
is level */ 
> 
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* 

* 

* TITLES findcavet) AUTHOR: Rav Sinar DATE: 
« 

t 

ro«*«**Mft**m**^M***Mft*****tt***********ft***#ft***ft************ 

* 

* 

* ABSTRACTS findcavet) finds the first concave vertex after 
* the first two convex vertices from a start vertex. This 
* prevents the parser froa breakins the fitted polY9on in the 
* middle of a primitive. 
* 
* 

JULXJUL ttttt 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS! 

starts The starting vertex. 

nov! The number of vertices of the polvson 
plus one. 

level! The level bein9 operated upon. 

*****/ 

iinclude "pfitstruct.h* 
tinclude "define.h* 
iinclude "defvar.h* 

findcavetstart. nov. level) 

int start, nov! 
int level. 

{ 

extern CATCHALL dpIKDIHPOLYI*. 
int i. istart! 

istart = start 
4 = 1! 
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«hile ((dptlevelltistarUnovLcavex != CfflWEX 
!! dpUevelHtistart + l)7.novLcavex 
!= CONVEX !! dplleveUKistart + 2)Xnov3.cavex 
!= CONCAVE) Î& j <= nov) 

{ 
■H-istart» 
++j; 

} 
if U > nov) 

return (N0.VEX); /* if no concave vertex is found 
return N0.VEX */ 

else 
return Uistart + 2)7.nov)i /« else return the index of 

the vertex */ 

> 
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***** 
* 

* 

* TITLE: brake0 AUTHOR: Ray Simar DATE: 
* 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* ABSTRACT: brakeO detects primitives of the type 
* BREAK. This is defined as a side of the polygon with 
* a len9th less than or egual to DELJ5RK and not already 
* labelled as a portion of some other primitive. 
* 

* 

***** 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

on. 
* 

* 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

level: The level bein9 examined. 

*poind: The position in the structure potlevellü. 

start: The starting point in dptlevelltl. 

nov: The number of vertices plus one of the POIYS 

***♦*/ 

#indude "defvar.h" 
«include Mdefine.htt 

«include “pfitstruct.h" 
«include "postruct.h" 

brake (level» poind» start» nov) 

int level» start» nov» 
int *Poind» 

{ 

extern PARSOUT potHDIMPOLY]» 
extern CATCHALL dptltDIMPOLYl? 
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int istart» j» starmod. index; 
int starmodl; 

i = 1; 
istart = start; 

«hile (j <= nov) /* check all of the vertices */ 
{ 
starnod » istartlnov; 
starmodl * (istart ♦ DXnov; 
if (dptlevel ] tstanod].1abvec - UNLAB 

&& dPtlevelHstarnodl.nasnit <= DEL.BRK) 
{ 

/* a BREAK has been found */ 
index * «poind; 

dptl evel Kstarsodl.l abvec » LABEL; 
dptl evel Hstarnodl.starvec = BEGIN; 
dptl evel K( istart + DXnovl.starvec * END; 

t; 

x; 

ovl.vertex; 

/* record the attributes of BREAK */ 
poIlevelKindexl.pri* » BREAK; 
potlevelHindexl.thetacat = dptlevelHstarnodl.phi; 
potlevelHindexl.descr.dl = dptl evel Hstarmodl.masni 

potlevelltindexl.vercov.i = dptlevelKstarnodl.verte 

potlevelHindexl.vercov.f = dptlevelHUstart + l)7.n 

++{*Poind)5 
> 

++istart; 
++j; 
> 
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***** 
* 

* 

* TITLE: lineO AUTHOR: Rat Simar DATE: 
* 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* ABSTRACT: lineO is a detector for primitives of the 
* type LINE. Since BREAKS and QUADs are searched for first 
* a LINE is defined as all unlabelled side segments of 
* the fitted polygon. 
* 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

level: The level being examined. 

*poind: The index in the structure potlevellü. 

start: The starting index in dptlevellü. 

nov: The number of vertices of the fitted polygon 

♦***/ 

linclude <math.h> 
linclude "defvar.h* 
linclude "pfitstruct.h" 
linclude "postruct.h" 
linclude "define.h" 

line(leveli poind, start, nov) 

int leveli start» nov» 
int *Poind> 

{ 

extern CATCHALL dptHDIMPOLYI 
extern PARSOUT POCKDIHPOLYI; 
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int It istarti indext starnodl. starnod; 
float fabsOS 

istart = starts 
j = is 

while (j <- nov) 
{ 
starnod = istartXnovS 
starnodl = (istart + DXnovS 

/* find unlabelled vertices */ 
if (dptlevelHstarnodl.labvec = UNLAB) 

{ 
index = *poind; 

dpClevelHstarnodl.labvec = LABELS 
dptl eve IK starnodl. starvec = BEGIN; 
dpLlevelKstarnodll.starvec = ENDS 

t; 

xs 

ex; 

/* save the attributes */ 
poUevelHindexl.prin = LINES 
poIlevelHindexl.thetacat = dptlevelltstarnodl.phi; 
poIlevelHindexl.descr.dl = dp[ level] t starnodl.masni 

poLlevelllindexI.vercov.i = dpClevelKstarnodl. verte 

potlevelHindexLvercov.f = dpLIevelHstarnodil.vert 

++(*poind)5 
++j5 

■H-istartS 

} 
else 

{ 
++4S 

++istarts 
continue; 
> 

while (i <= nov) 
{ 
starnod = istarttnovS 
if (dpllevelllstarnodl.labvec — LABEL) 

( 

++Js 

++istart5 
breaks 
} 

{ 
else 
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if (fabsldptlevelltstarmodl.phi) <= DEL-LINE 

{ 
/* merge LINEs with an9le between 

them less than or enual to 
DEL-LINE */ 

starmodl = (istart + llXnov; 
dptlevetltstarmodl.labvec = LABEL; 
dpt1evelI[starmodl.starvec = INTER; 
dptlevelltstarmodll.starvec * END; 

/* save the attributes */ 
pollevelltindex!.descr.dl - 

potlevelltindexl.descr.dl 
+ dptlevelltstarmodl.masnit; 

++j; 
++istart; 

continue; 
> 

else 
t 
break 
} 



quad!) AUTHOR: Rat Simar DATE: 

****•' 
* 

a 
* TITLE: 
* 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* ABSTRACT! nuadO is the detector for the primitive of 
* the type QUAD. nuadd operates on the fitted polygon. 
* The sides and the angle betueen adjacent sides of a 
* QUAD are within some specified variance. A QUAD is 
* composed of at least three sides. 
* 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* VARIABLE DEFINITIONS! 

* 

* 

**♦**/ 

♦include “define.h* 
♦include “defvar.h* 
♦include <math.h> 
♦include “pfitstruct.h" 
♦include "postruct.h“ 

quad (leveli poind, start, nov) 

* level! 
* 

* *poind: 
* 

The index in the structure potlevellü 

level is the level bein9 operated upon 

* start! The starting vertex in the structure 
dpIlevelKl. * 

* 

* nov! 
* 

The number of vertices of the polygon 
on the level being investigated. 

int level, start, nov*. 
int *Poindi 
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extern PARSÜUT PotKDlMPOLY]; 

extern CATCHALL dptKDIMPOLY]; 

float variance!). adescrOS 

of 

be ins 

/* variance!) returns the variance 

the sides or an9les of the lines 

tested for candidacy as QUAD */ 

I* idescr!) computes and saves the 

attributes of a QUAD */ 

int i. j> n. indin. indfin> index, istart. starmod. starmodl. imod; 

int starmod2s 

float mu-theta. mu_ma9n> v.theta. v_ma9nits 

i = l? 

istart - starts 

«hile (J <= nov) /* check all of the vertices */ 

{ 
starmod = is tart7.no vi 

starmodl = {istart + DXnovS 

starmod2 = (istart + 2)7.nov. 

if (dptlevel Kstarmod21. labvec == LABEL) 

{ 
j = j + 3! 

istart * istart * 3s 

continues 

> 
else if (dptlevelKstarmodt].labvec » LABEL) 

{ 

j = j + 25 

istart = istart + 2s 

continues 

> 

else if (dptlevelKstarmodl.labvec == LABEL) 
{ 
++45 

++istarts 

continue; 

> 
else 

{ /* perhaps a QUAD has been found */ 

n = l; 

mu-theta = dpClevel Kstarmodl]. phi; 

mu_ma9n = dptlevel Kstarmodl.masnit! 

v.theta = 0.0; 

v_ma9nit = 0.05 

v_masnit ~ variance(n. &mu_ma9n> Stv_ma9nit> 

tdpCl evel Kstarmodl] .masnit); 
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at 

6) 

= END 

hii 

if (vjsasnit > DEL.VMAG) 

{ 

++istart; 

++J; 

continue! 

> 
else 

{ 

n * 2; 

v.theta s variance(n - It &nu.thetat hv.thet 

îtdp[ level 3E starnod21. phi ) i 

v_aagnit = variance^ inu_nasnt livjtasnit. 

MPC 1 evel 11 starnod21. inasn i t ) i 

if (v.theta > DEL.VTHE !! vjsasnit > BEL.VMA 

{ 
■H-istart; 

++i; 
continue; 

} 
else 

{ /* a QUAD has been found */ 

dpUevelltstarnodl.labvec = LABEL; 

dpUevelHstarniodll.labvec = LABEL; 

dpt1eveU[starnod2].labvec = LABEL; 

dp[1evel][starnod].starvec = BEGIN; 

dptlevelltstarnodlLstarvec = INTER; 

dp[levelHstarnod2].starvec s INTER; 

dpi 1 evel IKistart + 3)%novI.starvec 

index * *poind; 

pollevelllindexl.prin = QUAD; 

poIlevelKindexl.thetacat = 

dpllevelllstarnodLp 

++(#poind); 

indin = starnod; 

indfin * starmod2; 

pollevelHindexl.descr.dl = 

ndescrdt indint indfint nov 

i level); 

pollevelKindex!.descr.d2 = 

<idescr(2i indint indfint nov 

level); 
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r */ 

potlevelHindexl.vercov.i = 
dpClevelHstarnod]. vertex; 

poUevellündexl.vercov.f = 
dpClevellU istart + 3)'/.nov] 

i = j + 3; 
istart = istart + 3; 
> 

while (j <= nov) /♦ is the QUAD lar9e 

{ 
starnodl « istartXnov; 

ABEL) 

star*od2 = (istart + UXnovi 
if (dpilevel I[starnodl].starvec == L 

{ 
++j; 
++istart; 
break; 
} 

else 
{ 

theta. 

++n; 
v-theta = variance(n-l> ltnu_ 

&v_theta. JcdpClevelllstarnod 
11.phi); 

un< 
v_na9nit = variances 5tnu_n 

fcv-nasnit. &dp[level][starno 
dll.phi); 

na9nit 
if (v_theta > DEL.VTHE !! v_ 

> DEL.VNA6) 
break; 

else 
{ 
dPllevelKstaraodll. 

labvec = 

LABEL; 
dpClevelKstaraodll. 

starvec = 

INTER; 
dp[level][5tarnod21. 

starvec = 

END; 
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cr.dl = 

din* 

level)* 

cr.d2 = 

din, 

level)* 

cov.f = 

vertex! 

indfin = starmodl*. 

poüevelHindexl.des 

qdescrü. in 

indfin* nov* 

poüevelHindexl.des 

idescr(2* in 

indfin* nov* 

poüevel H index!, ver 

dpüevel Hstarmod2]. 

++4Î 

++i5tart! 
} 
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***** 
* 

* 

« 

* 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

TTITTT 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

« 

* 

< 
* 

« 

« 

* 

* 

TITLE: variance!) AUTHOR: Rat Simar DATE: 

ABSTRACT: variance!) computes the necessary variance 
for the QUAD detector. It uses a recursive relationship 
which allows for the determination of a variance usin9 
the present sample point and the variance of the previous 
sample points. 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

n: The number of the sample point. 

*pmu_n: The mean of the previous sample points. 

*psi9ma_n: The variance of the previous sample points. 

*pxnpl: The new sample point. 

*««/ 

^include <math.h> 

float variance !n> pmu_n> psi9ma_n> pxnpl) 

int ni 
float #pmu_ni 
float epxnpli *psi9ma_ni 

{ 

float mu_ni 
float powOi 
float xnph si9ma_ni 
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nu_n * *p»u_n; 
xnpl = *pxnpl; 
sisna-n = *psi3ma_n5 
*pi#u_n = («PBu.n * n + xnpl) / (n + 1.0)5 

si9fla_n = (n * (po«(si9t&a_n. 2.0) + pou((*pi#u_n - *u_n)> 2.0)) 
+ pout(*pnu_n - xnpl)» 2.0)) / (n + 1.0)5 

return (pou(si9na_n» 0.5))5 

} 



« 

» 

* TITLE: «idescrO AUTHOR: Rat Siaar DATE! 
« 

* 

***** 
* 

« 

* ABSTRACT: gdescrO computes the attributes of the 
* primitive of tree QUAD. The attributes are returned 

* 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

♦****/ 

linclude <math.h> 
tinclude "pfitstruct.h" 
♦include "defvar.h" 

float qdescrldii indin* indfin* nov. level) 

int di* indin. indfin* novi 

* one at a time. 

* di: di = 1 means compute the arc 1en9th 
di = 2 mean compute the base length, * 

* 

* indin: 
* 

* indfin: 
* 

* nov: 
* 

The initial index in dptlevellt] 

The final index in dpllevelltl 

The number of vertices of the polygon 

* level: The level being considered 
* 
* 

{ 

extern CATCHALL dptHDIMPOLYl 
int i. bound, 
float dl. d2; 



float radical 
float po»(); 

if (di = i) /* compute the arc length */ 
{ 
dl = 05 
if (indfin < indin) 

bound = nov - indin + indfin* 
else 

bound = indfin - indin; 

for ( i * Oi i <= bounds i++) 
di * dl + dptlevellt(indin + i)Xnovl.masnit 

return(dl); 
> 

else /* compute the base length t/ 
{ 
indfin = (indfin + l)'/.nov; 
radical * POM((dp[leveUtindinl.vercoor.x 

- dpUevelKindfinl.vercoor.x)> 2.0) 
+ powUdpllevelHindinl.vercoor.Y 
- dpClevelHindfinl.vercoor.Y)* 2.0); 

d2 = poutradicali 0.5); 

return (d2); 
} 
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***** 
c 
* 

* TITLE; trust) AUTHOR; Rav Simar DATE; 
* 
* 

***** 
* 

* 

* ABSTRACT; trust) is a detector for the primitives of the 
* type TRUS. If detected. then a TRUS is interpreted as a 
* STROKE or CORNER. A TRUS consists two consecutive, unlabell 
ed 
* lines. If the angle between is greater than S-LBOUND 
* the TRUS is classified as a STROKE. Otherwise it is 
* classified as a CORNER. 
< 

* 

» 

* 

* VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 
* 

* start: The start vertex in dptlevelHl. 
* 

* *pnopri«: The number of primitives in PoIlevelHI. 
* 

* level: The level being examined. 
* 
* 

***♦*/ 

linclude <math.h> 
tindude "defvar.h" 
linclude "pfitstruct.h" 
linclude "postruct.h" 
linclude "define.h* 

trus (start, pnoprim. level) 

int start, level; 
int *pnoprim. 

{ 

extern PARSOUT poIHDlMPOLYT 
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int istart. j. count; 
int noprin; 
float fabsd; 
int starnod. starnodl; 

noprin = tpnoprin; 
istart = start; 
i = It 

while (j <= noprin) 
{ 
while ((potlevelltistartXnoprinl.prin != LINE 

!! potlevellttistart + DXnoprinl.prin != LINE) lilt j 
<= noprin) 

{ 
++istart; 
++j; 
> 

if (j > noprin) 
return <NO_TRUS); 

else 
{ /* a TRUS has been found */ 

starnod = istarttnoprin; 
starnodl = (istart + Dfrtoprin; 

etacat; 

scr.dl; 

rcov.f; 

if (fabs(potlevelltstarnodll.thetacat) > S-LBOUND) 
poClevelltstarnodl.prin = STROKE; 

else 
poClevelltstarnodl.prin = CORNER; 

/* save the attributes */ 
poI1evelKstarnodl.descr.d2 = pollevelllstarnodll.th 

poI1eve1Kstarnodl.descr.d3 = poCleve1Kstarnodll.de 

poClevelKstarnodl.vercov.f = poClevelKstarnodll.ve 

t; 

l; 

for (count = starnodl; count < noprin - 1; count++) 
{ 
poClevelKcountl.prin = poClevelKcount + 11 
poClevelKcountl.thetacat = 

poClevelKcount ♦ ll.thetaca 

poClevelKcountl.descr.dl = 
poClevelKcount + ll.descr.d 

poC1evelKcountl.descr.d2 = 
poClevelKcount + ll.descr.d 

2! 

poClevelltcountl.descr.d3 = 
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3; 

i; 

f; 

polleveUCcount + ll.descr.d 

poClevelHcountl.vercov.i = 
pollevelHcount + tl.vercov. 

poClevelKcountl.vercov.f = 
potlevelHcount + ll.vercov. 

> 
—(*pnopri«)î 
noprin = «pnopria; 
++Ü 

++i5tartî 
> 

return(YES-TNUS)? 

} 



AUTHORS Rav Siaar DATE * TITLE: fflodO 
« 
« 

HHt 

* 

* 

* ABSTRACTS aod() returns a sod b. 
§ 

« 

1XUUL mrmnr 

« 

* VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

**«/ 

mod(a>b) 

int a<bi 

{ 

if (a >= 0) 
return(aXb); 

«1st 

^ Si b a is the value to be evaluated nod b 
* 
* 

return (b - (-a)Xb) 
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/HWWHWIHHHHHtHWWtHHtHHHWIHHHtHtWWHHHm 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

***** 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

» 

* 

* 

* 

* 

TITLES shell0 AUTHOR: RIY Simar DATE: 

ABSTRACT: shell0 sorts the primitives after all BREAKS. 
OUABs. and LUEs have been found. After shell0. all 
TRUSes can be found, shell!) uses a shell sort, of course. 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

noprim: The number of primitives on a level, 

start: The starting index, 

level: The level being examined. 

*«**/ 

Iinclude “define.h“ 
iinclude "defvar.h* 
tinclude "pfitstruct.h* 
Iinclude “postruct.h* 

shell(noprim. start, level) 

int noprim. start? 
int level? 

{ 

extern PARSOUT poIHDIMPOLYl? 
PARSOUT tempIDIHPOTI? 
int gap. i> J. k. tempi? 
char tempe? 
float tempf? 
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printf ("IN SHELLO); /* begin the shell sort */ 
for (9ap = nopria/2; gap > Oi 9ap = 9ap / 2) 

for (i = 9ap. i < noprin; i**) 
for(j=i-9ap; j>=0 

poClevellUl.vercov.DpoClevellU+sapl.verco 
v.i!j=j-gap) 

{ 
tenpi * poClevellUl.vercov. i; 
poClevellUl.vercov.i * poClevellU+gapl.ver 

cov.i; 
poClevellU+gapl.vercov.i = tenpi; 

cov.fs 

tenpi = poClevellUl.vercov.fi 
poClevellUl.vercov.f = poCleve11U+9ap].ver 

poClevellU+gapl.vercov.f = tempi* 

tenpc = poflevellUl.prin; 
poClevellUl.prin = poClevellU+gapl.prin; 
poClevellU+gapl.prin * tenpci 

tacati 

cr.dl; 

cr.d2; 

tenpf s poClevellUl.thetacat? 
poClevellUl.thetacat s PoClevellU+gapl.the 

potlevellU+sapl.thetacat = tenpf; 

tenpf = poClevellUl.descr.dl; 
poClevellUl.descr.dl = PoClevellU+sapl.des 

poClevellU+gapl.descr.dl = tenpf; 

tenpf = poCleve11Ul.descr.d2; 
poClevellUl.descr.d2 = po[level][j+9ap].des 

poClevellU+9ap].descr.d2 = tenpf; 

tenpf = podevellUl.descr.d3; 
poCleve11Ul.descr.d3 = poClevellU+sapl.des 

cr.d3; 
poCleve11U+9ap].descr.d3 = tenpf; 
> 

for (i = 0; poClevellCil.vercov.i < start; i++) 
C 
tenpfil.prin = poClevellCil.prin; 

tenpCil.thetacat = poClevellCil.thetacat; 
tenpCil.descr.dl = poClevellCil.descr.dl; 
tenpCil.descr.d2 = poC1evellCil.descr.d2; 
tenpCil.descr.d3 = poC1eve11Cil.descr.d3; 
tenpCil.vercov.i = poClevellCil.vercov.i; 
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teapfil.vercov.f = potlevelltil.vercov.fi 
} 

for (k * 0» k < nopria - i; k++) 
{ 
potlevelltkl.pria = potlevelltk+il.priai 
potlevelltkl.thetacat = potlevelltk+il.thetacati 
potlevelltkl.descr.dl - potlevelltk+il.descr.dl; 
polleve1Hkl.descr.d2 * pof1evelltk+il.descr.d2; 
poflevelHkl.descr.d3 * potlevelltk+il.descr.d3; 
potlevellfkl.vercov.i = pollevelltk+il.vercov.ii 
potlevelHkl.vercov.f = potlevelltk+il.vercov.fi 
> 

for (k = nopria - i» j = 05 k < nopria; k++> j++) 
{ 
potlevelltkl.pria = teaptjl.priai 
potlevelltkl.thetacat * teaptjl.thetacat; 
potlevelltkl.descr.dl = teapfjl.descr.dl; 
poflevelHkl.descr.d2 = teapfjl.descr.d2i 
pot level Hkl.de5cr.d3 - teapfjl.descr.d3; 
potlevelltkl.vercov.i = teapfjl.vercov.i; 
potlevelHkl.vercov.f = teapfjl.vercov.fi 
1 
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* 

♦ 
* TITLE: levdisO AUTHOR: Rav Simar DATE: 
* 
a 

***** 
* 

* 

* ABSTRACT: levdisO implements a directed graph search 
* for the tYPe of graph defined bY the Levenshtein distance. 
* The search first implements a seed path. Then all paths 
* are methodical 1Y searched from this seed path, subcostOi 
* incostOt delcostOi and ipcostt) SUPPIY the needed costs. 
* UBÛUNB causes the algorithm to abandon anY path when its 
* cost exceeds UBOIM). ALPHA allows the user to specifY that 
* the new bound for an acceptable path be some percentage 
* of the previous lowest cost path. 
* 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

path.x» path.Y 

level: 

nopx: 

nopv: 

*pminer: 

*pminmark: 

The coordinates of the path. 

The level being examined. 

The number of primitives on level. 

The number of primitives on level + 1. 

The minimum error from a previous 
search. 

The length of the minimum cost path. 

*****/ 

♦include “define.h" 
♦include “defvar.h" 

struct path { 



int x5 
int Y! 
} pathnodetSDIHPATHl? 

levdis (level, nopx» noPY. ptinerr. pninnark) 

int leveli nopx. noPY? 
float *ptinerr? 
int «pninnark; 

{ 

extern int APathvectl? 
extern float nerrvecU; 

float errvectDIHERRl? 
float delcostO. subcostt). incostO. ipcostO? 
int i. j. B. n> k. J1; 
int AerrAark. APvmark? 
int nAk. nAkpli 
int errnark. pvAark? 
int pathx. 
int pathvectDIHPATHl? 
char hit? 

printf ("AFTER DECLARATIONS AND BEFORE PROCESSING IN LEVDIS.CO), 
printf ("IN LEVDIS level = Id. nopx = Id. nopy = Id. Ainerr = IfO. 
level, nopx. noPY. *PAinerr). 

A = nopx? 
n = noPY? 

/* initialize zero node */ 

errvecIOI = 0.0? 
pathvectOl = 1? 
pathnodelOI.x = 0? 
pathnodelOl.Y = 0? 

/* start of initial path */ 

for (i = 1? i <= A? i++) 
{ 
pathnodetil.x * i? 
pathnodetil.Y * 0? 
pathvectil = l? 
errvectil = errvecli - 11 + del cost(level, i - 1)? 
errAark = i? 
pvmark = i - 1? 
if (errvectil >= UBOIM) !! errvectil >= *PAinerr) 
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aoto skip? 
} 

for (i = 15 i <= ii5 i++) 
{ 
errvecta + il = errvecta.* i - 11 + ipcostdevel. i - 1); 
erraark = a + ii 
if (errvecterraarkl >= UBQUND ! ! errvecterraarkl >= epainerr 

) 
soto skip; 

> 

/* finished */ hit = BOTTOM; 

♦painerr = errvecta + nl; 
aerraark * erraark; 
for (i = 0; i <= pvaark; i++) 

apathvectil = pathvectil; 
for (i = 0; i <= erraark; i++) 

aerrvectil = errvectil; 
Bpvaark = pvaark; 
for (i = apvaark + lï i < Berraark; i++) 

apathvectil » 3; 

/* end of initial path */ 
for (i * 0; i aerraark; i++) 

printf {“aerrvectXdl = Xf 0» i> aerrvectil); 
for (i = 0; i < aerraark; i++) 

printf ("apathvecKdl = 7.d 0» i> apathvectil); 

“0)5 

skip: 
/* be9in next paths */ 

while (1) 
{ 
k = 0? 
while (pathvectpvaark - kl = 3 k C pvaark) /* count bac 

k to first non — */ 
++k; 

if ((pvaark — k) = 0 Stît pathvectOl = 3) 
break; 

nak = pvaark - k; 
nakpl = nak + 1; 
if (pathvectnakl = 1) /» if node found is in the ! positio 

n */ 
{ /« switch froa i to */ 
pathvectnakl = 2; 
pvaark = nak; 
pathnodetnakpll.x = pathnodetnwkl.x + 1; 
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pathnodetnnkpll.Y = pathnodetnnkl.Y + li 
errvectnnkpll = errvectnnk] 
+ subcost(1evel> pathnodetnnkl.x» pathnodetnnkl.Y> n 

OPXi noPY)i 

errnark = nnkpl; 
it (errvecterrnarkl >= UBQUND 5 Î errvecterrnarkl >= 

♦pninerr) 
continue; 

it (pathnodetnnkpll.x ~ n) /* it botton or cor 
ner */ 

{ 
if (pathnodetnnkpll.Y = n) /* if corner 

*/ 

errnark = nmkpli /# f 
inished */ 

else I* if botton */ 
{ /* run along botton 

*/ 

j = 0; 
k = nnkpli 
for (i = pathnodetnnkpll.Y + i; i <= 

n; i++) 
{ 
++k; 
errvectkl = errvectk - 11 

+ ipcostdevel» pathnodetnnkp 
11.Y + i++); 

D :: 

pninerr) 

/* finished */ hit = BOTTOM; 
> 

errnark = ki 
if (errvecterrnarkl >= UKKJN 

errvecterrnarkl >= * 

goto base; 
} 

} 
/* if side */ else iftpathnodetnnkpll.Y — n) 

{ 
j = o; 

k = nnkpl; 
/* run down side */ for (i = pathnodetnnkpll.x + i; i <= n; i++) 

{ 
++k; 
errvectkl = errvectk - 11 

+ delcostdeveli pathnodetnnkpll 

errnark = k; 
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if (errvecterriiark] >= UBOUND ! i err 
vecterriark] 

>= *pninerr) 
goto base; 

} 
/* finished */ hit = SIDE; 

} 
else /* if interior */ 

{ 
pathx = pathnodetnmkpll.x; 
i = nnkpl; 
for (i = pathnodetnnkpll.x + l; i <= *; i++) 

/* run down */ { 
pathvectil = 1; 
++i; 
++pathx; 
pathnodetil.x = pathx; 
pathnodetil.Y = pathnodelnnkPlLv; 
errvecti] = errvecti - 1] 

+ del cost (level. pathnodetil 

pvstark * i - l; 
errnark = j; 
if (errvecterruarkl >= UBOUND ! i 

errvectermark] >= «pninerr) 
9oto base; 

> 
il * 0; /» run alon9 botto» ♦/ 
for (i = pathnodetn«kpll.Y + i; i <= nî i++) 

{ 
++i; 
errvecti] = errvecti - 11 

+ ipcostdevel. pathnodetniikpll. 
Y + il++); 

errnark = i; 
if (errvectermark] >= UBOUND Î! 

errvecterrearkl >= epminerr) 
goto base; 

} 
/* finished */ hit = KJTT0M5 

} 
> 

/* finished ! to */ 
else /* node found is in the position */ 

{ /* switch fro» to — */ 
pathvectnnk] = 3; 
pvnark = nmk; 
pathnodetnmkpl].x = pathnodetnmkl.x; 
pathnodetnnkpll.Y = pathnodetnakl.Y + 15 
errvectnnkpl] = errvectnnkl 
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nakl.Y); 
+ incosttlevel. pathnodetnakpll.x. pathnodet 

erraark = nakpl; 
if (errvecterraarkl >= UMIUND î ! errvecterraark! >= 

♦painerr) 
continue; 

if (pathnodetnakpil.Y = n) /* if — side */ 
I* run down side */ { 

4=0; 

k = nakpl; 
for (i = pathnodetnakpll.x ♦ l; i <? a; i++) 

{ 
++k; 
errvectk] = errvectk - 1] 

+ delcostdevel. pathnodetnakpll. 
X + j++)5 

/* finished */ 

else 

/* run down */ 

erraark = k; 
if (errvecterraark! >= UBOUND ! ! 

errvecterraark] >= *painerr) 
9oto base; 

} 
hit = SIDE; 
} 
/* if — interior */ 
{ 
pathx = pathnodetnakpll.x; 
4 = nakpl; 
for (i = pathnodetnakpll.x + 1; i <= a; i++) 

{ 
pathvectj] = i; 
++j; 

«•pathx; 
pathnodetj1.x = pathx; 
pathnodeUl.Y = pathnodetnakpil.Y? 
errvectj] = errvectj - 1] 

* delcost(level. pathnodetj] 

erraark = j; 
pvaark = J - 1; 
if (errvecterraark! >= UBOUND i { 

errvecterraark] >= epainerr) 
goto base; 

} 
I* run alon9 bottoa */ jl = 0; 

for (i = pathnodelnakpll.Y ♦ 1; i <= n; i«) 
{ 
«j! 
errvectjl = errvectj - 11 

* ipcost(level. pathnodetnakpll.Y 
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+ <il++)5 

/* finished */ 

} 
/* finished to — */ 

erraark = 45 
if (errveclerraarkl >= UBOUND i! 

errvecterrmarkl >= *painerr) 
goto base; 

> 
hit * BOTTOMS 
} 

aerrnark = erraark; 
«pnintnark = aerraarks 
mpvaark = marks 
errvectaerraarkl *= ALPHA; 
«•painerr = errvetfaerraarkls 
for (i * Os i pvaark; i++) 

apathvectil = pathveclils 
if (hit == BOTTOM) 

for (i * apvaark + 15 i < aerraarks i++) 
apathvectil = 3; 

else if (hit = SIDE) 
for (i = apvaark + IS i < aerraarks i++) 

apathvectil = 1; 

for (i * 0; i <= aerraarks i++) 
aerrvectil * errvectil; 

for (i = Os i <= erraark; i++) 
printf CaerrvectXdl = Xf Oi ii aerrvectil); 

for (i * 0; i < aerraarks i++) 
printf fapathvectXdl = Xd Oi i» apathvecti]); 

printf 

— “0)5 
bases; 

> 
} 



***** 
* 

* 
* TITLES del cost0 AUTHOR: Ray Simar DATE: 
« 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* ABSTRACT: delcostt) returns the cost of deletion for 
* a particular priaitive. 
* 

* 

JLMJUUL 
ÎTtîf 

* 
* 

* VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 
« 

* level: The level beitw operated upon. 
* 

* xindex: The index of the prinitive. 
* 
* 

«***/ 

iinclude "define.h" 
♦include "defvar.h" 
♦include <i»ath.h> 
iinclude "pfitstruct.h" 
iinclude "postruct.h* 

float delcostdeveli xindex) 

int level « xindex: 

extern PARSOUT potemplKDIMPOLYI; 

if (potenpIlevelHxindexI.priii — QUAD) 
return (DJÆIGHT * potempIlevelllxindexLdescr.dl); 

else if (pote»p[level]Ixindex].pri# — CORNER 
!! potemptlevel][xindex].prim = STROKE) 

return (DJEIGMT * {potemptleveUlxindexl.descr.dl 
+ potempü evel Hxindex]. descr. d3) ) » 



else if (potenptlevelltxindexl.prin = LINE) 
return (DJOGHT * potenpIlevelKxindexl.descr.dl) 

else if (potenptlevelKxindexl.prin — BREAK) 
return (D-UEIGHT » potenpIlevelKxindexl.descr.di) 
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* 
* 

* TITLE: subcost0 AUTHOR: Ray Simar DATE: 
« 
« 

***** 
* 

* 

* ABSTRACT: subcost0 returns the cost of substituting 
* one primitive by another. 
* 

* 

***** 
* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

« 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

level: The level being examined. 

xindex: The index of the primitive on level. 

yindex: The index of the primitive on level + 1. 

nopx: The number of primitives on level. 

nopy: The number of primitives on level ♦ 1. 

*****/ 

iindude <math.h> 
{include "defvar.h" 
{include "define.h" 
{include "pfitstruct.h’* 
{include "postruct.h" 

float subcost(level» xindex» yindex» nopx» nopy) 

int level» xindex» Yindex» nopx» nopy» 

{ 

extern float xtHDIMPOLYL YIKDIMPOLY], ZCICDIMPOLY]; 
extern PARSOUT PotemptHDIMPOLYl: 
extern CATCHALL dptKDIMPOLY]» 
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int xvertex» wertex? 
double dist; 

xvertex = POtempt1eve11txindexl.vercov.i5 
wertex = potemptlevel+lllvindexl.vercov.i? 

xvertex = dptlevel]txvertex].pointcov.i» 
wertex a dptlevel+lltwertexl.pointcov. it 

/* dis is the distance between the initial vertices of the 
primitives */ 

dist = pow((pow((xtlevelltxvertexl - xtlevel+lltwertexl). 2.0) 
+ pow((Ytlevelltxvertexl - Ytlevel+lltwertexl)» 2.0) 
+ powUztlevelltxvertexl - ztlevel+lltwertexl)» 2.0))» 0.5) 

if (potemptlevelltxindexl.prim = potemptlevel + lltvindexl.prim) 
{ 
if (potemptlevelltxindexl.prim — GSJAD) 

{ 
return (fabs(potempt1evelltxindexl.descr.d1 

- potemptlevel + lltYindexl.descr.dl) 

+ SCALOIS * dist)? 
> 

else if (potemptlevelltxindex).prim = CORNER !1 

potemptlevelltxindexl.prim = STROKE) 

t 
return (fabs(potemptlevelItxindex).descr.dl 

- potemptlevel + lltYindexl.descr.dl) 
+ fabs(potemptlevel1txindexl.descr.d3 
- potemptlevel + lltvindexl.descr.d3) 

+ SCALOIS * dist)? 

} 
else if (potemptlevelltxindexl.prim ~ LINE) 

return (fabs(potemptlevel)txindexl.descr.dl 
- potemptlevel + lltYindexl.descr.dl) 
+ SCALOIS * dist)? 

else 
return (fabs(potempt1eve11txindexl.descr.dl 

- potemptlevel + lltYindexl.descr.dl) 
+ SCALOIS * dist)? 

} 
else 

t 
if ((potemptlevelltxindexl.prim = COWER 

Silt potemptlevel ♦ lltvindexl.prim = STROKE) 
!i (potemptlevelltxindexl.prim == STROKE fclt 
potemptlevel + lltvindexl.prim = CORNER)) 
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{ 
return (fabsipoteaptlevelItxindexl.descr.dl 

- poteaptlevel + lKYindexl.descr.dl) 
+ tabs(poteaptlevel1[xindexl.descr. d3 
- poteaptlevel + lltïindexl.descr.d3) 
+ tabs ( poteapt 1 eve) Kxi ndexl. descr. d2 
- poteaptlevel ♦ lltïindexl.descr.d2) 
+ SCALOIS * dist); 

} 
else if ((poteapt 1 evel 1 txindexl.pria — LUC Lit 

poteaptlevel + lltïindexl.pria = BREAK) 
1! (poteaptlevelltxindexl.pria == BREAK && 
poteaptlevel + lltïindexl.pria = LINE)) 
t 
if (tabs(poteapt1evel1txindexl.descr.d1 

- poteaptlevel + lltïindexl .descr.dl) < DEL 

return (fabslpoteaptlevelItxindexl.descr.dl 
- poteaptlevel + lltïindexl.descr.dl) 
+ SCALOIS * dist); 

else 
return (MAXCOST); 

} 
else 

return (MAXCOST)î 
> 
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TITLE: incostO AUTHOR: Ray Siaar DATE: 

ABSTRACT: incost0 deteraines the appropriate cost 
of insertion. 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

level: The level bein9 investigated, 

xindex: The priaitive index on level. 

Yindex: The priaitive index on level + i. 

*♦***/ 

♦include "define.h" 
♦include "defYarsh11 

♦include <aath.h> 
♦include "pfitstruct.h" 
♦include "postruct-h" 

float incostdeveli xindex, Yindex) 

int leveli Yindex» 
int xindex» 

{ 

extern PARSOUT poteaptHDIHPGLYli 

if (poteaptlevel + UtYindexl.pria = ®JAD) 
return (IJEIGHT * poteaptlevel + UlYindexLdescr.dl) 

else if (poteaptlevel + lltYindexl.pria =s CORNER 
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!! potenpllevel + tllYindexl.prin = STROKE) 
return (IJEIGHT * (potenpllevel + IKvindexl.descr.dl 

+ potenpllevel ♦ lKvindexl.descr.d3)); 

else if (potenpllevel + lKvindexl.prin == LINE) 
return (I.UEIGHT * potenpllevel + lKYindexl.descr.dl); 

else if (potenpllevel + lllYindexl.prin = BREAK) 
return (I-WEIGHT * potenpllevel + lKïindexl.descr.dl); 



ipcosto AUTHOR: Rav Siaar DATE: 

«HH 

* 

* 

* TITLE! 
* 

* 

***** 
* 
* 

* ABSTRACTS ipcostO deteraines the appropriate cost 

* of insertin9 a primitive at the end of a string. For 

* the purpose of this svstea. it is the saae as incost0. 
« 

* 

*»»**/ 

lindude 'define.h" 
lindude "defvar.h* 
lindude <aath.h> 
lindude "pfitstruct.h* 
lindude "postruct.h* 

float ipcostdevel* Yindex) 

int level» Yindexi 

extern PARSÛUT poteapIHDIMPOLYl; 

if (poteapllevel + IllYindexI.pria = QUAD) 

return (L.WEIGHT * poteapllevel + lHYindexl.descr.dl)* 

else if (poteapllevel + IHvindexl.pria == CORNER 

S! poteapllevel + IllYindexI.pria = STRtSCE) 

return tI_WEIGHT * (poteapllevel + lllYindexl.descr.dl 

«»*«« 

* 

* 

* 

* 
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

♦ level: 
« 

* Yindex: 

The level being investigated 

The index of the priaitive on level + 1 
« 

* 

{ 
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+ poteapUevel + lHYindexl.descr.d3)); 

else if (poteapUevel + lltYindexl.pria ~ LINE) 
return (I.HEI6HT * poteapUevel + lHYindexl.descr.dl); 

else if (poteapUevel * llCYindexl.prin « BREAK) 
return (I-UEKHT * poteapUevel + lHYindexl.descr.dl); 
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/m*Mmm*m*tttt*t*mm*ft*m«**m*m****m****ft4HHHHHHHt* 
«HH 

* 

« 
» TITLE: COPYO AUTHOR: Rav Siaar DATE: 
ft 
ft 

TMTinr* 

* 

« 

* ABSTRACT: COPYO Rakes a COPY of the structure potH] 
* in poteftpü. 
* 

«*« 
* 

# 
« VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 
« 

* noprin: The nunber of priaitives on a level. 
* 

* level: The level beins investisated. 
< 

* 

«***/ 

((include "defvar.h* 
((include “pfitstruct.h* 
#include "postruct.h" 

coPY(nopri»i level) 

int level; 
int nopriffitl; 

{ 

extern PARS0ÜT potltDIMPOLY]; 
extern PARSOUT potenpUCDIMPOLYl! 

int j; 

printf (“IN COPY level = Xd» nopri»LXd] = Xd 0» level» level» nopr 
imllevell); 
for U = 0» i < noprinilevel]» j++) 

{ 
potenpllevellljl.thetacat = poIlevellUI.thetacat» 
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poteapCIevellUl.pri» * PoClevellUl.pri»; 
potenpClevellUl.descr.dl = pollevellül.descr.dl; 
poteapC1evellUl.descr.d2 = poC1evellUl.descr.d2; 
potempClevellUl.descr.d3 = PoClevellUl.descr.d3; 
potempClevellUl.vercov.i = poClevellUl.vercov.i; 
potempClevellUl.vercov.f s poClevellUl.vercov.f; 
> 



***** 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

***** 
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* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

***** 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

ft 
* 
ft 
* 

* 

* 

* 

TITLE: shiftO AUTHOR: Rav Siaar DATE: 

ABSTRACT: shiftO will shift the contents of potemptlt] 
to the left or right and use wraparound. 

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: 

direction: Move LEFT or RIGHT. 

distance: How far to move in the direction. 

noprim: The number of primitives on level. 

level: The level beins shifted. 

****/ 

#indude "defvar.h" 
tindude "define.h" 
^include "pfitstruct.h* 
iindude "postruct.h" 

shift (directioru distance» noprim» level) 

char direction? 
int distance» noprim» level? 

{ 

extern PARSOUT potemptKDIMPOLY]? 
int ii i? 
float ftempi» ftemp2» ftempS» ftempt? 
int itempii itempf; 
char ctempp? 
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printf ("IN SHIFTOîï 

if (direction = LEFT) 
{ 
for (j - 1» i < 

{ 
ftempt 
ctempp 
ftempi 
ftemp2 
ftemp3 
itempi 
itempf 

for (i 

A; 

= distance* j++) 

= potemptlevelltOl.thetacati 
= potemptlevelltOl.primi 
= potemptlevelltOl.descr.dli 
= potempt1eYellt01.descr.d2i 
= potempt1evellt01.descr.d3i 
= potemptlevelltOl.vercov.ii 
= potemptlevent01.vercov.fi 

* 0; i < noprim - li i++) 
{ 
potempt1evel1ti1.thetacat=potemp[level3ti+13 
POtempt1evel1til.prim=POtempt1eve11ti+11.pri 

potemptlevellti].descr.dl=Potempllevellti+ll 


